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Abstract With a thermosphere-ionosphere Fe/Fe+ (TIFe) model developed from first principles at the
University of Colorado, we present the first quantitative investigation of formation mechanisms of
thermospheric Fe layers observed by lidar in Antarctica. These recently discovered neutral metal layers in the
thermosphere between 100 and 200 km provide unique tracers for studies of fundamental processes in the
space-atmosphere interaction region. The TIFe model formulates and expands the TIFe theory originally
proposed by Chu et al. that the thermospheric Fe layers are produced through the neutralization of
converged Fe+ layers. Through testing mechanisms and reproducing the 28 May 2011 event at McMurdo, we
conceive the lifecycle of meteoric metals via deposition, transport, chemistry, and wave dynamics for
thermospheric Fe layers with gravity wave signatures. While the meteor injection of iron species is negligible
above 120 km, the polar electric field transports metallic ions Fe+ upward from their main deposition region
into the E-F regions, providing the major source of Fe+ (and accordingly Fe) in the thermosphere.
Atmospheric wave-induced vertical shears of vertical and horizontal winds converge Fe+ to form dense Fe+

layers. Direct electron-Fe+ recombination is the major channel to neutralize Fe+ layers to form Fe above
~120 km. Fe layer shapes are determined by multiple factors of neutral winds, electric field, and aurora
activity. Gravity-wave-induced vertical wind plays a key role in forming gravity-wave-shaped Fe layers. Aurora
particle precipitation enhances Fe+ neutralization by increasing electron density while accelerating Fe loss via
charge transfer with enhanced NO+ and O2

+ densities.

Plain Language Summary The discoveries of neutral metal layers reaching near 200 km in the
thermosphere have significant scientific merit because such discoveries challenge the current
understandings of upper atmospheric composition, chemistry, dynamics, electrodynamics, and energetics.
Furthermore, these neutral metal layers provide tracers for direct measurements of the neutral properties in
the least understood but crucially important space-atmosphere interaction region in the altitude range of
100–200 km. With a thermosphere-ionosphere Fe/Fe+ (TIFe) model developed from first principles at the
University of Colorado, we present the first quantitative investigation of formation mechanisms of
thermospheric Fe layers observed by lidar in Antarctica. The TIFe model formulates the TIFe theory depicting
the lifecycle of meteoric metals via deposition, transport, chemistry, and wave dynamics. Antarctic lidar
observations were successfully reproduced with the TIFe model simulations. These TIFe layers provide a
unique natural laboratory for understanding the fundamental processes critical to advancing the research of
space-atmosphere interactions.

1. Introduction

The discoveries of neutral metal layers reaching near 200 km in the thermosphere have significant scientific
merit because such discoveries challenge the current understandings of upper atmospheric composition,
chemistry, dynamics, electrodynamics, and energetics. Furthermore, these neutral metal layers provide tra-
cers for direct measurements of the neutral properties in the least understood but crucially important
space-atmosphere interaction region in the altitude range of 100–200 km. Chu et al. [2011] report for the first
time lidar observations of neutral Fe layers reaching over 155 km at McMurdo (77.8°S, 166.7°E), Antarctica.
Following this, more observations of thermospheric metal layers have been reported from low to high lati-
tudes. For example, a thermospheric neutral K layer up to 155 km was observed descending with a phase
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speed compatible with the semidiurnal thermal tide at Arecibo (18.35°N, 66.75°W), Puerto Rico [Friedman
et al., 2013]; converged neutral Fe layers descend from at least 140 km or higher at the nearly fixed time every
day with a diurnal tidal period at Davis (68.56°S, 77.96°E), Antarctica [Lübken et al., 2011]; descending neutral
Na layers have been observed up to 140 km at Syowa (69.0°S, 39.6°E), Antarctica [Tsuda et al., 2015] and up to
130 km at Beijing (40.2°N, 116°E) and Lijiang (26.7°N, 100.0°E), China [Wang et al., 2012; Xue et al., 2013].
Recently, neutral Fe layers have been found reaching over 170 km at McMurdo [Chu et al., 2013, 2016],
and neutral Na layers have been observed up to 170 km at Lijiang [Gao et al., 2015] and Cerro Pachón
(33.2°S, 70.7°W), Chile [Smith and Chu, 2015]. These metal layers make direct and range-resolved measure-
ments of neutral temperatures in the thermosphere 100–200 km possible, as has been demonstrated up to
170 km at McMurdo using the Fe Boltzmann lidar technique [Chu et al., 2011, 2013, 2016]. With modern
Doppler lidar techniques, it has been anticipated that neutral winds in the thermosphere can also be directly
measured using the resonance fluorescence excited from suchmetal layers. In fact, somepreliminary results of
neutral winds have been demonstrated up to ~140 km using the Na Doppler lidar technique at Cerro Pachón
[Liu et al., 2016]. Unfortunately, we still know very little about these metal layers beyond the qualitative expla-
nations provided by Chu et al. [2011]. Therefore, there are compelling reasons to significantly further the
understanding with numerical simulations and quantitative investigations, which is the subject of this study.

The thermosphere-ionosphere Fe/Fe+ (TIFe) theory originally proposed by Chu et al. [2011] hypothesizes that
thermospheric Fe layers are formed through the neutralization of vertically converged Fe+ layers that
descend in height, following the downward phase progression of a gravity wave. They further propose
that the direct recombination of Fe+ with an electron (Fe+ + e�→ Fe + hν) is the main mechanism that con-
verts Fe+ to Fe during the dark polar night at thermospheric altitudes above 120 km, and furthermore, that
geomagnetic activity like aurora may have played roles in the observed events at McMurdo [Chu et al.,
2011]. This theory of layered metal ions neutralized to form neutral atomic layers has been adapted to
describe the thermospheric K layer observed at Arecibo by radiative electron recombination with K+ within
a tidal ion layer descending with the downward phase progression of the semidiurnal tide [Friedman et al.,
2013]. It was also adapted to explain the thermospheric Na layers observed at Syowa [Tsuda et al., 2015] and
Lijiang [Gao et al., 2015]. A main reason of invoking the layered metal ions is the extremely high contrast of
the observed neutral layers, where the ratios of the wave crest and trough are far larger than any perturba-
tions in the neutral atmosphere [Chu et al., 2011]. Such features distinguish these layers from weak diffusive
metal layers extending up to 130 km [Höffner and Friedman, 2005]. The very high altitudes, large vertical
range spans, and repeatable gravity wave signatures also distinguish the TIFe layers from sporadic neutral
metal layers occurring below 110 km with a width of under a few kilometers but without clear wave signa-
tures (see reviews by Plane [2003] and Plane et al. [2015]). We are particularly interested in the thermo-
spheric Fe layer event observed on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo [Chu et al., 2011] because of its intriguing
features and the fact that a coronal mass ejection (CME) encountered the Earth as a magnetic cloud on
the same day [Li et al., 2014]. The thermospheric Fe layers observed exhibit clear gravity wave features with
downward phase progression and a wave period of ~1.5 h. The vertical wavelength increases from ~13 km
at 110 km to ~70 km at 150 km. The thermospheric Fe densities are ~20 cm�3 at 150 km but exhibit a
maximum of ~120 cm�3 around 125 km. From ~12 to ~20 UT the Fe layers occur repeatedly for at least five
times, and the maximum layer height of each occurrence changes from ~130 km at 12 UT to the highest
~155 km near 15 UT and then decrease to ~125 km at 18.5 UT. The contrast of Fe densities between the
wave crests and troughs is very high.

The presence of Fe+ ion layers in the E-F regions with sufficiently high density is required in Chu et al. [2011] to
produce detectable neutral Fe atoms through neutralization of Fe+. However, it is known that there is no
permanent presence of Fe+ ions at such high altitudes because meteor ablation and sputtering is insufficient
to produce appreciable Fe+ or Fe densities in this region [Vondrak et al., 2008; Carrillo-Sánchez et al., 2016] and
these heavy ions will sediment under gravitational force. Therefore, the questions raised by Chu et al. [2011]
include the following:

1. Fe+ transport and layering: How are Fe+ ions transported into the E-F regions and how are Fe+ ions
converged to form dense layers in the polar region?

2. Fe+ neutralization: What are the conversion mechanisms from Fe+ to Fe and what roles does aurora
particle precipitation play in such conversion?
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3. Evolution of Fe layer shapes: What factors determine the Fe layer shapes and why do the observed Fe
layers follow gravity wave phases so closely?

4. Energetics of the thermosphere: What processes cause the observed elevated temperatures and tempera-
ture inversions, and what roles does geomagnetic activity play?

In this study we aim to investigate questions 1–3 by developing the first thermosphere-ionosphere Fe/Fe+

model for the polar region and to simulate the event on 28May 2011. The “first” refers to the first model simu-
lating thermospheric neutral Fe layers while numerous other models only deal with Fe+ ions or deal with Fe
and Fe+ at lower altitudes.

By expanding and quantifying the original proposal of Chu et al. [2011], this study formulates the TIFe theory
into a full picture of the lifecycle of meteoric metallic ions and atoms. The physical processes involved in the
TIFe theory are illustrated in Figure 1, where the schematic diagram is read from left to right. Meteoric input
deposits Fe+ and Fe mainly below 115 km. Polar electric fields in favorable directions can transport Fe+ ions
upward from the main deposition region into the E and F regions. At such high altitudes, the Fe+ ions are
converged by gravity-wave-induced neutral wind shears under geomagnetic fields to form the dense Fe+

layers. While various chemical reactions are involved, it is found that the main neutralization channel is the
direct recombination (Fe+ + e�→ Fe + hν) as proposed in Chu et al. [2011], and aurora particle precipitation
helps the conversion from Fe+ to Fe via enhanced electron densities. Both gravitational force and diffusion
contribute to the transport of Fe+ and Fe. Gravity waves induce not only the neutral wind shears to converge
Fe+ layers but also the vertical winds to transport Fe atoms in the thermosphere, once they have been
converted from Fe+, thus forming the observed gravity wave shapes in Fe layers.

It is worth mentioning that this TIFe theory is inspired by the ion-molecule chemistry theory for sporadic
neutral metal layers [Collins et al., 2002; Plane et al., 2003; Delgado et al., 2012] and uses chemistry similar
to that of sporadic metal or sporadic E layers. Nevertheless, the TIFe theory possesses its own distinct features.
First, the TIFe theory depicts a full picture of the lifecycle of meteoric metallic ions and atoms without presum-
ing a “sea” of metal ions in the E and F regions. Second, the TIFe theory emphasizes the transport of both Fe+

ions and Fe atoms, as well as the chemical conversions between them, contrasting previous theories that
stress some of these aspects. Third, the TIFe theory demonstrates the importance of direct recombination
of electrons with atomic ions Fe+ in the middle and upper thermosphere. The converged Fe+ layers

Figure 1. Illustration of physical mechanisms and processes included in the TIFe model that explores the formation theory of thermosphere-ionosphere Fe and Fe+

layers in Antarctica. The TIFe theory depicts a full picture of the lifecycle of meteoric metallic ions and atoms via deposition, transport, chemistry, and wave dynamics.
The schematic, inspired by Grebowsky and Pharo [1985], should be read from left to right.
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hypothesized by Chu et al. [2011] are expected to share the same mechanisms as traveling ionospheric dis-
turbances, sporadic E layers, and intermediate layers at high latitudes. For the sake of studying sporadic E
layers or intermediate layers, numerous modeling studies focus on the mechanism of converged ions layers
in the E-F region (90–250 km) [MacLeod et al., 1975; Mathews and Bekeny, 1979; Bristow and Watkins, 1991;
Osterman et al., 1994; Carter and Forbes, 1999; MacDougall et al., 2000; Bishop and Earle, 2003]. These numer-
ical simulations support the early theories of forming thin ionization layers in the E-F region [Whitehead, 1961;
Axford, 1963; Nygrén et al., 1984]. That is, the converged ion layers are driven by appropriately directed wind
shears in combination with the geomagnetic fields or by strong electric fields with appropriate directions.
Although the chemistry of metallic ions was embedded into some of the models [e.g., Carter and Forbes,
1999;MacDougall et al., 2000; Bishop and Earle, 2003], the formation of neutral metal atoms and related layer-
ing phenomena in the thermosphere was beyond their scope due to the lack of neutral layer observations.
Nevertheless, these previous modeling studies provide the basis for the development of a new Fe/Fe+ model
in this study.

Indeed, our model framework is based on Carter and Forbes [1999]. Equipped with modern computing
capabilities and science progress in the past two decades, we are able to significantly improve all modules
inside the model and input parameters to the model. The model domain is also changed from low latitudes
(for Arecibo) to the polar region (for McMurdo). A description of this new thermosphere-ionosphere Fe/Fe+

(TIFe) model is given in section 2, along with a detailed treatment of ion and neutral motions as well as Fe
and Fe+ chemistry. We then investigate Fe+ transport and layering in section 3. Our simulations reveal the
important roles of the polar electrical field and wave-induced vertical wind in transporting Fe+ ions from their
main deposition region to the E and F regions and in converging Fe+ layers in the polar region. Neutralization
chemistry to convert Fe+ to Fe is studied in section 4. Direct Fe+-electron recombination, dissociative recom-
bination, and the roles of aurora in conversion are quantified with the model. Section 5 is devoted to simula-
tions of the thermospheric Fe layer event on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo and investigates the relative
importance of multiple factors in forming this impressive event. An overall physical picture of neutral Fe layer
formation at thermospheric altitudes is provided in section 6.

2. Thermosphere-Ionosphere Fe/Fe+ (TIFe) Model for the Polar Region

The University of Colorado thermosphere-ionosphere Fe/Fe+ (TIFe) model is based on a three-dimensional
(3-D) mathematical model that starts with the continuity equations of Fe and Fe+. The density changes of
Fe and Fe+ in a volume element fixed in a Cartesian coordinate frame are caused by three mechanisms:
source input (meteor ablation and sputtering), chemical production and loss, and transport of Fe and Fe+.
This understanding forms the basis for the continuity equation (1) that describes the time-changing rates
of the number densities of Fe and Fe+ in an Eulerian control volume [Carter and Forbes, 1999; MacDougall
et al., 2000]:

∂NM

∂t
¼ Sþ QM � LM � ∇• NM V

!
M

� �
(1)

where M represents the minor neutral or ionic species such as Fe or Fe+, NM(x, y, z, t) is the number density
of species M, which is a function of space and time, S is the ultimate external source, Q and L are respec-
tively the chemical production and loss, and V

!
M is the transport velocity of species M. The last term of

equation (1) is the divergence of constituent flux of species M, representing the constituent transport.
Considering the important influences on Fe and Fe+ by their transport and chemistry, six more species
(FeO+, FeO2

+, FeN2
+, NO+, O2

+, and O+) are also modeled with six separate continuity equations. Note that
this 3-D mathematical model is built upon geomagnetic coordinates; i.e., the geomagnetic east (X), geo-
magnetic north (Y), and vertical (Z) directions are designated as zonal, meridional, and vertical directions
in a right-handed coordinate system with vertical up being positive. By projecting the 3-D solutions to
the vertical direction, we construct the one-dimensional (1-D) numerical TIFe model along altitude.
Detailed development of this Fe/Fe+ model was accomplished and documented via a University of
Colorado PhD dissertation [Yu, 2014]. It is now formally named the TIFe model. Here we briefly describe
the physical and chemical basis of the TIFe model, the numerical framework, and further development
suitable for the current studies.
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2.1. Ultimate Source of Fe and Fe+ in the Mesosphere and Thermosphere

The ultimate source of Fe and Fe+ in the upper atmosphere is extraterrestrial, i.e., meteoric deposition via
ablation and sputtering of meteoroids. Cosmic dust particles enter the Earth’s atmosphere at high speeds
ranging from 11 to 72 km/s and produce permanent layers of metal species such as Fe, Mg, Na, and K in
the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (~75–115 km) [Plane, 2012]. However, above ~120 km where
the atmosphere number density is too low to have sufficient friction or sputtering, the meteoric injection
rate is too small to sustain any permanent metal layers. This is because such a small injection rate cannot
compete against downward transport, especially for heavy metals like Fe and Fe+. Plane and coworkers
have developed a meteoric Chemical Ablation Model (CABMOD) to calculate the meteor ablation and
sputtering from the first principles of physics and chemistry [Vondrak et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2013;
Carrillo-Sánchez et al., 2015; Plane et al., 2015]. (The term ablation in CABMOD covers both sputtering
and evaporation from the melt [Carrillo-Sánchez et al., 2015].) Combined with meteor input flux (MIF)
models, they have modeled the injection rates of metal species along altitude [Vondrak et al., 2008;
Feng et al., 2013; Carrillo-Sánchez et al., 2015], considering the distributions of meteoroid mass, velocity,
and direction, relative abundance of metal species in meteoroids and ablated vapor, etc. The results show
negligible injection rates above ~120 km for three possible MIF distributions derived from Zodiacal cloud
observations, Long Duration Exposure Facility, and high-power large-aperture radar observations, respec-
tively [Carrillo-Sánchez et al., 2015]. To provide a quantitative concept, we take the latest calculation
results from Carrillo-Sánchez et al. [2016], which give the Fe injection rates of about 1.7 × 10�5,
3.2 × 10�6, 4.9 × 10�7, and 5.0 × 10�8 cm�3 s�1 at respectively 125, 150, 200, and 300 km for the
Planck distribution. Then we compute the average Fe densities for 1 day of continuous accumulation
without any loss by downward transport. Note that Fe atoms cannot sustain at such high altitudes for
more than a day (see Figure 11 in section 4). The resulting absolute Fe densities are respectively 1.5,
0.28, 0.04, and 0.004 cm�3 at these four altitudes. For comparison, the lidar-observed absolute Fe densi-
ties are ~120 and 20 cm�3 at 125 and 150 km, respectively [Chu et al., 2011], which are about 2 orders of
magnitude higher than the direct deposition. Therefore, we conclude that there would not be sufficient
Fe or Fe+ number densities at observed thermospheric altitudes if transport from the main (permanent)
layer were excluded.

Accordingly, the ultimate source input of Fe and Fe+ for the simulations of 28 May 2011 event is treated in
our model as two initial density profiles of Fe and Fe+, instead of continuous input. This is reasonable as
the model simulations are for relatively short time periods (~12 h); thus, the meteor input is very minor
compared to the mean background profiles of Fe and Fe+ densities as argued below. The mean density
distributions of Fe and Fe+ are determined, to the first-order approximation, by the product of the mean
injection rates and the mean lifetimes of Fe species in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT)
region. Such mean densities should match observations of Fe and Fe+ densities, regardless of the very
large uncertainty (ranging from 2 to 300 t/d) currently associated with the total meteor input flux
[Plane, 2012; Feng et al., 2013; Gardner et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2015]. It is clear that injection rates above
120 km are significantly smaller (about 4 orders of magnitude) than those in the main deposition region
below 110 km [Vondrak et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2013]. If taking the injection rates estimated by Vondrak
et al. [2008] for ~88 t/d meteor influx, the injection rates above 120 km are about or less than
10 m�3 s�1 = 10�5 cm�3 s�1. It would then require at least 105 s = 27.8 h for the entire Fe species to
accumulate a density of 1 cm�3 above 120 km, even without considering the downward transport loss
caused by gravity and atmospheric waves. Therefore, meteor injection above 120 km over a 12–24 h inter-
val is negligible compared to the Fe+ density (~105 cm�3) required to produce the observed Fe density
(~10–100 cm�3) above 120 km.

We are aware of a debate in the community that sputtering of very fast meteoroids (with entry velocities
>60 km/s) may cause the injection rates at high altitudes to be much larger than those quoted above
[Popova et al., 2007]. Since such fast meteoroids only make up a tiny fraction of the cosmic dust entering
the Earth [Carrillo-Sánchez et al., 2016] and there is currently no direct observational data of sputtering, we
choose not to include these rare events in our model. Instead, we will demonstrate in this study that the
upward transport of Fe+ ions under normal meteor deposition conditions is sufficient to reproduce the
lidar-observed TIFe layers.
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2.2. Chemical Production and Loss of Fe and Fe+

The atomic Fe and Fe+ released frommeteoric ablation undergo complex chemistry. A schematic diagram of
the recently updated Fe and Fe+ chemistry in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) is given in
Plane [2012] and Plane et al. [2015]. The reactions of Fe and Fe+ with ambient neutral species (like O, O2,
O3, N, N2, NO, H, H2O, and CO2, etc.) and ionic species (like NO+, O2

+, and O+, etc.) produce neutral and
ionic iron molecules (like FeO, FeO2, FeO3, FeOH, Fe(OH)2, FeO

+, FeO2
+, and FeN2

+, etc.). The dynamical sys-
tems of reactions among Fe, Fe+, molecular iron species, photons, and precipitation electrons produce the
chemical production and loss of Fe and Fe+. All iron species-related reactions (34) considered in the TIFe
model are listed in Table 1, along with their reaction rate coefficients. In the thermosphere above
~120 km and in the polar region, several extra reactions, normally not considered in the mesospheric iron
chemistry but included in Table 1, are the direct recombination of Fe+ with electron (R1), photoionization
of Fe (R5), ionization of Fe by energetic electron impact (R6), and charge transfers of Fe with O+, N+, N2

+,
and H+ (R31–R34). Most of the reaction rate coefficients used in the Fe/Fe+ chemistry are from the labora-
tory measurements by Plane and coworkers in recent decades, including the newest result on dissociative
recombination rate k3 [Bones et al., 2016]. The reaction rate coefficient k1 for the direct recombination (R1),
which is essential to this study, is taken from Nahar et al. [1997] as a quantum mechanics computational

Table 1. Neutral and Ionic Gas-Phase Chemistry of Iron Species (Fe and Fe+) in the TIFe Model

Reaction Number Reaction Rate Coefficienta Reference

R1 Fe+ + e�→ Fe + hν k1 = 6.59 × 10�12(T/300)�0.50 Nahar et al. [1997]
R2 Fe+ + O3→ FeO+ +O2 k2 = 7.07 × 10�10 exp(�129.9/T) Rollason and Plane [1998]

R3 FeO+ + e�→ Fe + O k3 ¼ 5:5�10�7
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
298=T

p
Bones et al. [2016]

R4 FeO+ +O→ Fe+ + O2 k4 = 3.2 × 10�11 Woodcock et al. [2006]
R5 Fe + hν→ Fe+ + e� k5 = 5 × 10�7[s�1]b Bautista et al. [1998]
R6 Fe + e�� → Fe+ +e� + e�� See Text Shah et al. [1993]
R7 Feþ Oþ

2 →Feþ þ O2 k7 = 1.1 × 10�9 Rutherford and Vroom [1972]

R8 Fe + NO+→ Fe+ + NO k8 = 9.2 × 10�10 Rutherford and Vroom [1972]
R9 Fe + O3→ FeO +O2 k9 = 3.44 × 10�10 exp(�145.5/T) Helmer and Plane [1994]
R10 FeO +O→ Fe +O2 k10 = 4.6 × 10�10 exp(�350/T) Self and Plane [2003]
R11 FeNþ

2 þ O→FeOþ þ N2 k11 = 4.6 × 10�10 Woodcock et al. [2006]

R12 FeOþ
2 þ O→FeOþ þ O2 k12 = 6.3 × 10�11 Woodcock et al. [2006]

R13 FeOþ
2 þ e�→Feþ O2 k13 ¼ 3�10�7

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
200=T

p
Helmer et al. [1998]

R14 FeNþ
2 þ e�→Feþ N2 k14 ¼ 3�10�7

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
200=T

p
Plane et al. [1999]

R15 Feþ þ N2 þM→FeNþ
2 þM k15 = 8.0 × 10�30(T/300)�1.52 Woodcock et al. [2006]

R16 Feþ þ O2 þM→FeOþ
2 þM k16 = 1.7 × 10�29(T/300)�1.86 Woodcock et al. [2006]

R17 FeNþ
2 þ O2→FeO2

þ þ N2 k17 = 3.17 × 10�10 Vondrak et al. [2006]

R18 FeO +O3→ FeO2 + O2 k18 = 2.94 × 10�10 exp(�174.4/T) Rollason and Plane [2000]
R19 FeO +O2 +M→ FeO3 +M k19 = 4.41 × 10�30(T/200)0.606 Rollason and Plane [2000]
R20 FeO2 + O→ FeO +O2 k20 = 1.4 × 10�10 exp(�580/T) Self and Plane [2003]
R21 FeO2 + O3→ FeO3 + O2 k21 = 4.4 × 10�10 exp(�170/T) Self and Plane [2003]
R22 FeO3 + O→ FeO2 + O2 k22 = 3.5 × 10�10 exp(�2386/T) Self and Plane [2003]
R23 FeO3 + H2O→ Fe(OH)2 + O2 k23 = 5.0 × 10�12 Self and Plane [2003]
R24 FeO + H2O +M→ Fe(OH)2 +M k24 = 5 × 10�28(200/T)1.13 Rollason and Plane [2000]
R25 Fe(OH)2 + H→ FeOH +H2O k25 = 1.1 × 10�10 exp(�300/T) Jensen and Jones [1974]
R26 FeO3 + H→ FeOH +O2 k26 = 3 × 10�10 exp(�796/T) Feng et al. [2013]
R27 FeOH +H→ Fe + H2O k27 = 2.0 × 10�12 exp(�600/T) Jensen and Jones [1974]
R28 FeOH +H→ FeO + H2 k28 = 5.0 × 10�11 exp(�800/T) Jensen and Jones [1974]
R29 FeOH + FeOH→ (FeOH)2 k29 = 9 × 10�10 Feng et al. [2013]
R30 FeOH + hν→ Fe + OH k30 = 6 × 10�3[s�1]b Viehl et al. [2016]
R31 Fe + O+→ Fe+ + O k31 = 2.94 × 10�9 Rutherford and Vroom [1972]
R32 Fe + N+→ Fe+ + N k32 = 1.47 × 10�9 Rutherford and Vroom [1972]
R33 Feþ Nþ

2 →Feþ þ N2 k33 = 4.29 × 10�10 Rutherford and Vroom [1972]

R34 Fe + H+→ Fe+ + H k34 = 7.35 × 10�9 Rutherford and Vroom [1972]

aThe unit of rate coefficient is cm3 s�1 for bimolecular reactions and cm6 s�1 for termolecular reactions.
bWhen the solar elevation angle is below 0°, k5 and k30 are zero.
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result. The reaction rate coefficient for (R6) is taken from Shah et al. [1993] and further derived in this study
(see section 4.2). The rate coefficients for six charge transfers (R7, R8, and R31–R34) are taken from
Rutherford and Vroom [1972].

Based on the Fe/Fe+ chemistry [Plane et al., 2003; Plane, 2012; Feng et al., 2013; Plane et al., 2015] and related
molecular ion reactions, we choose to model 16 minor species in our chemical module, which are defined in
the constituent array CA = (Fe, Fe+, FeO, FeO+, FeO2, FeO2

+, FeO3, FeN2
+, FeOH, Fe(OH)2, NO

+, O2
+, O+, N2

+,
N+, and N). These 16 minor species include all iron-containing species along with five major ions (NO+, O2

+,
O+, N2

+, and N+) and neutral N, except FeOOH, FeCO3, and the dimer sink (FeOH)2. The time change rates of
the 16 minor species, due to chemical reactions, are governed by 16 ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
Two examples are given below:

d Fe½ �
dt

¼ k1 Feþ½ � e�½ � þ k3 FeOþ½ � e�½ � � k5 Fe½ � hν½ � � k6 Fe½ � e��½ � � k7 Fe½ � O2
þ½ � � k8 Fe½ � NOþ½ �

� k9 Fe½ � O3½ � þ k10 FeO½ � O½ � þ k13 FeO2
þ½ � e�½ � þ k14 FeN2

þ½ � e�½ � þ k27 FeOH½ � H½ �
þ k30 FeOH½ � hν½ � � k31 Fe½ � Oþ½ � � k32 Fe½ � Nþ½ � � k33 Fe½ � N2

þ½ � � k34 Fe½ � Hþ½ �
(2)

and

d Feþ½ �
dt

¼ �k1 Fe
þ½ � e�½ � � k2 Fe

þ½ � O3½ � þ k4 FeO
þ½ � O½ � þ k5 Fe½ � hν½ � þ k6 Fe½ � e��½ �

þ k7 Fe½ � Oþ
2

� �þ k8 Fe½ � NOþ½ � � k15 Feþ½ � N2½ � M½ � � k16 Feþ½ � O2½ � M½ �
þ k31 Fe½ � Oþ½ � þ k32 Fe½ � Nþ½ � þ k33 Fe½ � N2

þ½ � þ k34 Fe½ � Hþ½ �
(3)

Here the reaction rate coefficients ki are given in Table 1. In the chemical module of TIFe model, the 10 iron
species fulfill themass conservation law. That is, the total number density of iron species is conservative in the
absence of transport and external source, which is expressed as

d Fe½ �
dt

þ d Feþ½ �
dt

þ d FeO½ �
dt

þ d FeOþ½ �
dt

þ d FeO2½ �
dt

þ d FeO2
þ½ �

dt

þ d FeN2
þ½ �

dt
þ d FeO3½ �

dt
þ d FeOH½ �

dt
þ d Fe OHð Þ2
� �

dt
¼ 0

: (4)

Fe and Fe+ chemistry in the thermosphere is heavily influenced by ambient molecular ions. The chemical
reactions of molecular ions NO+, O2

+, O+, N2
+, and N+ considered in the model are listed in Table 2 along with

corresponding reaction rate coefficients. Also listed are three photoionization reactions for major neutral spe-
cies N2, O2, and O. It is worth pointing out that both the neutral chemistry and the photochemical process of
FeOH are included in the TIFe model (see Table 1). Among them, the photolysis rate of FeOH has been
updated to the latest results obtained from quantum chemical calculations and Fe model-observation
comparisons by Plane and colleagues [Viehl et al., 2016]. Because the thermospheric Fe layer event of 28
May 2011 occurred during a dark polar night, sunlight was absent at all altitudes concerned.
Consequently, the photon flux is set to zero in this study.

2.3. Transport of Fe and Fe+

Besides the source input and chemical production and loss, transport due to motions of Fe and Fe+

contributes to the time-changing rates of Fe and Fe+ via the divergence term in equation (1). Moreover,
transport of minor species other than Fe and Fe+, as discussed in section 2.2, can also affect Fe and Fe+

by varying the concentrations of these minor species in the chemical production and loss of Fe and
Fe+. Therefore, the transport module must “track” these important species in addition to Fe and Fe+. In
the TIFe model, constituent transport is considered for neutral Fe and seven ion species (Fe+, FeO+,
FeO2

+, FeN2
+, NO+, O2

+, and O+) via eight full continuity equations. The other eight minor species mod-
eled by ODEs in the chemical module, including six neutral species (FeO, FeO2, FeO3, FeOH, Fe(OH)2,
and N) and two ion species (N2

+ and N+), are not modeled for their transport. This choice of modeling
is based on several considerations. First, according to the TIFe theory by Chu et al. [2011], the formation
of Fe layers in the thermosphere is mainly related to Fe+ layers, involving ionic transport driven by elec-
tromagnetic fields and neutral dynamics. It is thus important to track all iron-containing ions and three
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major ion species (NO+, O2
+, and O+) in the E-F region, which would undergo similar transport as Fe+.

Second, no mechanisms are known to sufficiently transport neutral metals from the main deposition
region (below 120 km) into the E-F regions. Aurora heating in the polar region may cause upwelling
and thus upward transport constituents into the thermosphere [Burns et al., 1991], but this mechanism
is unproven at these low altitudes. Thus, the direct transport of neutral species from the main layer
upward is insignificant in this study. Third, due to the lack of O3 in the thermosphere, neutral reactions
about molecular iron species would not happen. Therefore, the transport of neutral species (except
neutral Fe) and two minor ion species (N2

+ and N+) is not considered in this model. Such a choice
helps maintain the model stability when the capability of the model is constrained. The electron density
in the TIFe model is set to equal the total ion densities in each grid cell in order to maintain the
electrical neutrality for every cell.

In contrast to the density changes caused by scalar chemical reactions, transport involves 3-D vector vari-
ables such as the ion and neutral velocities, geomagnetic fields, electric fields, and background and
wave-induced winds. Our mathematical model solves the 3-D motion equations of Fe+ and Fe and
obtains the full 3-D solutions of Fe+ and Fe motions in the geomagnetic coordinates. The 3-D solutions
are then projected to the vertical direction for tracking the vertical transport in the 1-D numerical TIFe
model. Here we provide a relatively detailed treatment of Fe+ and Fe motions before treating the
transport term.
2.3.1. Motions of Fe+

Motions of Fe+ are governed by electric and magnetic fields, neutral winds through ion-neutral collisions,
gravitational force, ionic diffusion, ion-electron collision, and Coriolis force in the frame fixed to the Earth’s

Table 2. Molecular Ion Reactions and Photoionization Reactions in the TIFe Model

Reaction Number Reaction Rate Coefficient (cm3 s�1) Reference

R35 NO+ + e�→N+O ak35 = 4.2 × 10�7(Te/300)
�0.85 Vejby-Christensen et al. [1998]

R36 Oþ
2 þ e�→Oþ O k36 = 1.9 × 10�7(Te/300)

�0.5 Mul and McGowan [1979]

R37 Nþ
2 þ e�→Nþ N k37 = 3.5 × 10�7(Te/300)

�0.5 Mul and McGowan [1979]

R38 O+ + N2→NO+ +N k38 ¼ 2:78�10�13 exp 2:07 Tf=300ð Þ�1 � 0:61 Tf =300ð Þ�2
h i

Chen et al. [1978]

R39 Oþ þ O2→Oþ
2 þ O k39 ¼ 3:33�10�12 exp 3:72 Tf=300ð Þ�1 � 1:87 Tf =300ð Þ�2

h i
Chen et al. [1978]

R40 O+
2 + NO→NO+ +O2 k40 = 4.4 × 10�10 Lindinger and Ferguson [1983]

R41 O+
2 + N2→NO+ +NO k41 = 5.0 × 10�16

R42 N+2 + O→NO+ +N k42 = 1.4 × 10�10(600/(Ti + Tn))
0.44 McFarland et al. [1974]

R43 N+2 + O→O+ +N2 k43 = 1.0 × 10�11(600/(Ti + Tn))
0.23

R44 Nþ
2 þ O2→Oþ

2 þ N2 k44 = 6.0 × 10�11 McFarland et al. [1973]

R45 Oþ þ CO2→Oþ
2 þ CO k45 = 1.1 × 10�9 Schunk and Nagy [2009]

R46 Oþ
2 þ N→NOþ þ O k46 = 1.2 × 10�10 Fehsenfeld [1977]

R47 Nþ þ O2→Oþ
2 þ N k47 = 4.0 × 10�10 Langford et al. [1985]

R48 N+ +O2→NO+ +O k48 = 2.0 × 10�10 Langford et al. [1985]
R49 N+ +O→O+ +N k49 = 1.0 × 10�12 Torr [1985]
R50 O+ + NO→NO+ +O b

k50 ¼ 8:36�10�13 � 2:02�10�13 Tf
300

� �
þ 6:95�10�14 Tf

300

� �2

St.-Maurice and Torr [1978]

R51 O+ + e�→O+ hν k51 = 7.8 × 10�14(300/Te)
0.5 Brekke [2013]

R52 N2 þ hν→Nþ
2 þ e� GLOW model Solomon et al. [1988]

R53 N2 þ e��→Nþ
2 þ e� þ e�� GLOW model Solomon et al. [1988]

R54 N + hν→N+ + e GLOW model Solomon et al. [1988]
R55 N2 + hν→N+ +N+ e GLOW model Solomon et al. [1988]
R56 O2 þ hν→Oþ

2 þ e� GLOW model Solomon et al. [1988]

R57 O2 + hν→O+ +O + e GLOW model Solomon et al. [1988]
R58 O2 þ e��→Oþ

2 þ e� þ e�� GLOW model Solomon et al. [1988]

R59 O + hν→O+ + e� GLOW model Solomon et al. [1988]
R60 O + e�� →O+ + e� + e�� GLOW model Solomon et al. [1988]

aWhere Te, Ti, Tn, and Tf are electronic, ionic, neutral, and effective temperatures, respectively.
b320< Tf ≤ 1500 K.
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surface [Gossard and Hooke, 1975]. The first-order approximation is considered in the TIFe model; i.e., ions are
in force balance, and the Coriolis force and the momentum transferred between ions and electrons are
negligible. Then the motions of ions in a steady state are governed by the force balance equation (5):

q E
!þ qV

!
i� B

!þmiνin V
!

n � V
!

i

� �
þmi g

!� ∇Pi
Ni

¼ 0 (5)

where q,mi, and V
!

i are the charge, mass, and velocity of an ion, V
!

n is the velocity of the neutral background

(i.e., the neutral winds), E
!

and B
!

are the electric field and magnetic field, νin is the ion-neutral collision

frequency, g! is the gravitational acceleration, Ni is the number density of this ion species, and Pi= kBNiTi is
the ionic pressure. Here kB is the Boltzmann constant and Ti is the ion temperature. In equation (5) the first
term is Coulomb force, the second term is Lorentz force, the third term represents neutral-ion collision, the
fourth term is gravitational force, and the last term is ionic pressure gradient. We define the sum of the last

two terms as Fi
!¼ mi g

!� ∇Pi
Ni

in order to simplify the solution of equation (5).

The solution of ion motions is given by equation (6):

Vi
!¼ 1

1þ ξ2

E
!� B

!
B2

þ
q E

!
• B
!� �

miνinB2 1þ ξ2
� � B!þ ξ

1þ ξ2

E
!
B
þ ξ
1þ ξ2

V
!

n� B
!

B
þ 1

1þ ξ2

V
!

n• B
!� �

B2
B
!þ ξ2

1þ ξ2 V
!

n

þ Fi
!� B

!

qB2 1þ ξ2
� �þ Fi

!
• B
!� �

miνinB2 1þ ξ2
� � B!þ ξ

qB 1þ ξ2
� �Fi!

(6)

where ξ ¼ νin
ωi

is the ratio of ion-neutral collision frequency to ion gyrofrequency and ωi ¼ qB
mi

is the ion
gyrofrequency. By writing the solution in the form of equation (6), it is easy to infer various contributions to
the ion motions. The first three terms are contributions by the electric field, the middle three terms are con-
tributions from the neutral winds, and the last three terms are related to contributions by gravity and diffu-
sion. All these contributors contribute to the ion motions through interactions with the magnetic field (the
cross B and dot B terms) and by themselves directly (the direct force terms). The first term is the E cross B
ion drift, and the third term is the Coulomb-force-induced ion drift along the E direction. The fourth term
is the Lorenz-force-induced V cross B drift, the fifth term is the neutral-ion-collision-induced ion motion along
the magnetic field line, and the sixth term is the neutral-ion collision moving ions along the neutral wind Vn
direction. The E

!
• B
!

term is not negligible, because it is important for field-aligned diffusion. This term is pro-
portional to the electron pressure gradient along B

!
. The electron and ion pressure gradient terms act in the

same direction, producing ambipolar diffusion.

By projecting the ion motion’s solution equation (6) to the vertical direction z, we obtain the vertical drift
velocity of ions Viz. Given in equations (7)–(9), Viz is decomposed into three groups, Vize, Vizw, and Vizgd, as
the vertical drift velocities of ion driven respectively by the electric field, neutral wind, and gravity
and diffusion.

Vize ¼ cosΘD

1þ ξ2

Ex
B0

þ ξ
1þ ξ2

Ez
B0

(7)

Vizw ¼ ξ cosΘD

1þ ξ2 Vn;x � sin 2ΘDð Þ
2 1þ ξ2
� � Vn;y þ 1� cos2ΘD

1þ ξ2

 !
Vn;z (8)

Vizgd ¼ 1� cosΘDð Þ2
1þ ξ2

" #
� g
νin

� Di

Ni

� �
∂Ni

∂z
� Di

T i

� �
∂Ti
∂z

	 

(9)

where B0 is the geomagnetic field strength, ΘD is the dip angle of geomagnetic field line and ΘD= � 80.1° at
McMurdo, and Ex and Ez are the geomagnetic east-west and vertical components of the ionospheric electric

field. Vn , x, Vn , y, and Vn , z are the neutral wind components in the geomagnetic east, geomagnetic north, and

vertical directions, g is the gravitational acceleration, andDi ¼ kB T iþTeð Þ
miνin

is themolecular diffusion coefficient of
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ion, where Te is the electron temperature. Equations (7) and (8) will be analyzed in section 3. In equation (9),
the gravity-induced velocity g/νin is small when the ion-neutral collision frequency νin is high. The diffusion
terms are related to the vertical gradients of Ni and Ti.
2.3.2. Motions of Fe
Motions of neutral Fe are controlled by neutral atmosphere winds, gravitational force, and diffusion. Since
neutral Fe atoms are free of the constraints of electromagnetic forces, we assume that Fe atoms are immedi-
ately balanced by neutral background via thermal collisions and follow the motions of the background neu-
tral winds after Fe atoms are formed through neutralization of Fe+. Additionally, the vertical transport of Fe in
the thermosphere is subject to gravitational force and diffusion. Therefore, the velocity of neutral Fe motions
is determined by the sum of three terms in equation (10):

V
!

Fe ¼ V
!

n þ V
!

g þ V
!

d (10)

where V
!

Fe is the total Fe velocity, V
!

n is the neutral wind velocity, and V
!

g and V
!

d are the velocities of Fe
caused by gravity and diffusion, respectively.

Following Chapter 3.8 of Brasseur and Solomon [2005] and Chapter 15 of Banks and Kockarts [1973], the total

vertical “diffusion and gravity” velocity wFe , gd, i.e., the vertical projection of the sum of V
!

g and V
!

d, is the sum

of vertical “molecular diffusion velocity” wD , Fe and effective vertical “eddy diffusion velocity” wE , Fe:

wFe;gd ¼ wD;Fe þ wE;Fe (11)

The vertical molecular diffusion velocity for Fe can be expressed as [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]

wD;Fe ¼ �DFe
1
NFe

∂NFe

∂z
þ 1
TN

∂TN
∂z

þ 1
HFe

� �
(12)

where NFe is the number density of Fe, TN is the neutral atmosphere temperature, HFe= kBTN/mFeg is the scale

height of Fe density, andDFe ¼ kBTN
mFeνn

is the molecular diffusion coefficient of Fe. Here νn is the sum of neutral-

neutral and neutral-ion collision frequencies for Fe. Formulas to compute neutral-neutral, neutral-ion, and
ion-ion collision frequencies were obtained from Banks and Kockarts [1973]. The average neutral-neutral col-

lision frequency is given by νn1n2 ¼ n2σ0V12, where n1 is Fe density, n2 is the number density of the ambient

neutral atmosphere, σ0 = π(r1 + r2)
2 is the collision cross section, andV12 ¼ 8kBTN

πμ

� �1=2

is the average relative

speed. Here r1 and r2 are the approximation radii of the colliding particles, and μ ¼ m1m2
m1þm2

is the reduced

mass of Fe massm1 and ambient particle massm2. Derived from themomentum equation under zero neutral
wind background [Banks and Kockarts, 1973], wD , Fe includes the contribution of gravity, which is denoted by
the scale height term DFe/HFe= g/νn.

The vertical eddy diffusion velocity for Fe is expressed as [Brasseur and Solomon, 2005; Banks and
Kockarts, 1973]

wE;Fe ¼ �KZ
1
NFe

∂NFe

∂z
þ 1
TN

∂TN
∂z

þ 1
Hg

� �
(13)

where KZ is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient, Hg= kBTN/mairg is the atmospheric density scale height, and
mair is the mean mass of atmosphere. The vertical eddy diffusion coefficient KZ in our model is set to the
empirical values from U.S. Standard Atmosphere [1976], which is 106 cm2 s�1 below 100 km, 105 cm2 s�1 at
110 km, 104 cm2 s�1 at 120 km, and 0 above 120 km. As pointed out by Banks and Kockarts [1973], molecular
diffusion tends to separate the atmosphere constituents according to their mass, but turbulence tends to mix
the atmospheric constituents and in this way prevents any separation by molecular diffusion. While turbu-
lence mixing prevails in the homosphere, diffusive separation occurs in the heterosphere. In the vicinity of
the homopause around 100 km, both processes are of the same order of magnitude. Therefore, the effects
of both eddy and molecular diffusion have to be taken into account as given by equation (11).
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2.3.3. Constituent Transport in the Continuity Equations

The constituent transport is represented as the divergence of constituent number flux, ∇• NM V
!

M

� �
, in equa-

tion (1), which describes the 3-D constituent flowing into and out of a grid cell. This 3-D divergence term can
be decomposed into two terms—the horizontal divergence and the vertical transport:

∇• NM V
!

M

� �
¼ ∇h• NM V

!
M;h

� �
þ ∂ NMVM;z
� �

∂z
(14)

where V
!

M;h and VM;z represent the horizontal and vertical transport velocities of species M, respectively.
Such a mathematical term requires a 3-D numerical model to fully calculate the divergence of constituent
flux, which is impractical for this first attempt of modeling the thermosphere-ionosphere Fe and Fe+ layers.
The 1-D TIFe model computes the vertical transport ∂(NMVM , z)/∂z precisely by adopting a high-order
flux-corrected transport algorithm, but it does not possess the capability to track the horizontal motions
in multiple horizontal cells so it cannot compute the horizontal divergence precisely. A survey of the current
literature shows that the most popular approach taken in 1-D modeling is to completely ignore the horizon-
tal divergence term by assuming no significant variations in any horizontal direction [e.g., MacDougall et al.,
2000]. Unfortunately, this approach is not applicable to the current study because the vertical convergence
to be studied here will automatically induce horizontal divergence in an approximately incompressible
atmosphere such as the upper atmosphere. The induced horizontal divergence can largely offset the vertical
convergence. Accordingly, the horizontal divergence term is nondismissible for both the neutral and ionic
continuity equations in this study.

In our 1-D model we choose to parameterize the horizontal divergence term as follows. Considering

∇h� NM V
!

M;h

� �
¼ ∇hNM�V!M;h þ NM ∇h�V!M;h, wemake an assumption that the horizontal gradient of the con-

stituent number density NM is negligible, i.e., ∇hNM≈ 0. As a result, equation (14) is simplified to

∇• NM V
!

M

� �
≈
∂ NMVM;z
� �

∂z
þ NM∇h•V

!
M;h (15)

The horizontal divergence of the transport velocity, ∇h�V!M;h , is then derived in terms of the divergence of

neutral horizontal winds ( ∇h�V!n;h ) for the neutral and ionic species. Taking the horizontal divergence of
equation (10) and neglecting the horizontal gradients of the gravity- and diffusion-associated velocities,

the horizontal divergence for neutral Fe, ∇h�V!Fe;h, is equal to the horizontal divergence of horizontal winds
of the background atmosphere

∇h�V!Fe;h ¼ ∇h�V!n;h: (16)

The horizontal divergence term for ionic species like Fe+ is evaluated by taking the divergence of equation (6).
When only considering the horizontal gradients of the gravity wave-induced horizontal winds while neglect-
ing the horizontal gradients associated with the electric field, ionic pressure, and gravity, the horizontal diver-
gence term of ion transport velocity is approximated as

∇h�V!i;h≈
cos2ΘD

1þ ξ2

k2y
k2x þ k2y

þ ξ2

1þ ξ2

 !
∇h�V!n;h (17)

where kx and ky are the gravity wave horizontal wave numbers in x and y directions.

As derived in Yu [2014] for the case of gravity wave-induced neutral winds, the divergence of horizontal neu-
tral winds can be parameterized in terms of the gravity wave-induced vertical wind and other known para-
meters as

∇h�V!n;h ¼
gVn;z � C2

s
∂Vn;z

∂z

C2
s � ω2

k2h

(18)

where Vn , z is the gravity wave-induced vertical neutral wind, ω and kh are respectively the angular frequency
and horizontal wave number of the gravity wave, andCs ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γp0=ρ0

p
is the speed of sound. Here p0 and ρ0 are
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the unperturbed background atmosphere pressure and mass density, and γ is the ratio of the specific heat
under constant pressure to the specific heat under constant volume. With such parameterized horizontal
divergence terms given by equations (16)–(18), the 1-D TIFe model that precisely tracks the vertical winds
can numerically resolve the 3-D transport term in equation (1), thus simulating the vertical transport of
minor species like Fe and Fe+ with the effects of horizontal divergence taken into account.

2.4. Numerical Framework and New Computation Methods

The numerical TIFe model framework is built upon a right-handed Cartesian coordinate systemwith geomag-
netic east, geomagnetic north, and vertical up as positive X, Y, and Z (Figure 2a), a common practice when
dealing with geomagnetic field [e.g., Mathews, 1998; Carter and Forbes, 1999; MacDougall et al., 2000]. Note
that the magnetic declination angle is ~142° at McMurdo. Taking the configuration of a vertical lidar beam,
the 1-D numerical model is built along the vertical direction consisting of a stack of grids with different spa-
cing extending from 90 to 600 km. The cell grid is set to the highest resolution of 0.5 km for 90–200 km, the
range covered by lidar measurements, and then to 1 km between 200 and 300 km, and finally, to 5 km above
300 km (Figure 2b). An ideal sink is applied at the lower boundary, by which the Fe/Fe+ are permanently
removed from themodeled regions if themass flux is downward at the bottom boundary. A similar treatment
is applied to the top boundary when the mass flux is upward.

Figure 2c illustrates the model structure. The model core consists of three main modules: ultimate source of
Fe+ and Fe, vertical transport, and chemical reactions. Background parameters, such as the major neutral and

Figure 2. Schematics of the coordinate system and structure of the University of Colorado thermosphere-ionosphere Fe/
Fe+ (TIFe) model. (a) A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system built upon the geomagnetic coordinates. (b) Finite
volume cell geometry in the 1-D numerical configuration along altitude (single vertical stack). (c) The TIFe model structure
includes three main modules as the core, two main outputs, and related external models used to provide necessary input
parameters.
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ionic species, geomagnetic fields, electric fields, neutral winds and temperatures, and particle precipitation,
are input from external sources such as empirical or first-principle models. The main model output is the alti-
tude profiles of Fe and Fe+ densities over time. The density change in each grid is mainly caused by chemical
reactions and mass exchange between two adjacent grids in the vertical direction as well as horizontal diver-
gence parameterized above. The source term is treated as two initial profiles of Fe+ and Fe. Consequently, the
major model computation lies in the transport and chemical modules.

The continuous variables in the continuity equation (1) are discretized at the space and time grid (xi, yi, zi, ti),
and the partial differential equation (1) is solved by the finite volume method. We adapt the Strang splitting

[Strang, 1968] approach to compute the solution Nnþ1
M at time tn + 1 = tn+Δt by the following sequence of

steps:

NNþ1
M ¼ T Δt=2ð Þℝ Δtð ÞT Δt=2ð ÞNN

M (19)

where T and ℝ represent the discretized transport and chemical reaction operators, respectively [Khan and
Liu, 1995; Fazio and Jannelli, 2009]. Here one step of transport is split into two half steps that sandwich the
calculations of the chemical reaction operator.

Comparing to the work done nearly two decades ago [Carter, 1995; Carter and Forbes, 1999], significant
improvements have been made in the numerical solutions of chemical reactions and in the numerical calcu-
lations of the vertical transport, taking advantage of modern computing capabilities. A major improvement in
our vertical transport module is to resolve the numerical diffusion issue that is crucial for the model to deal
with converged layers that can evolve to sporadic layers of high Fe+ concentration within 1 or 2 km. The
numerical diffusion [Durran, 2010] of the low-order algorithm experienced in the models of Carter and
Forbes [1999] and MacDougall et al. [2000] would lead to unrealistic conditions of wind or electric fields in
order to form these converged layers. We employ the flux-corrected transport (FCT) technique [Zalesak,
1979] in the transport module to resolve the numerical diffusion issue so that the flow of ions can bemodeled
accurately. FCT is an algorithm originally designed for mass transportation to handle steep gradients of mass
densities, as well as shock formation [Boris and Book, 1973]. It combines a high-order solution to cancel out
the diffusive errors and a low-order solution limiting the antidiffusive fluxes to maintain positivity through
the use of flux limiter. We use a nonclipping flux limiter proposed by [Zalesak, 1979] in our TIFe model.

To solve the nonlinear ordinary differential equations for the chemical reactions, we adopt an algorithm for
large systems of differential algebraic equations (DAEs)—the DASPK (Differential Algebraic Solver
Preconditioned Krylov) solver [Brown et al., 1994]. Due to the complexity of Fe/Fe+ and related molecule
and ion chemistry with many orders of magnitude difference in reaction rates, the numerical solutions of
Fe/Fe+ chemistry equations could be very stiff. DASPK solves the stiff DAEs via backward differentiation for-
mula with the Krylov method [Brown et al., 1994]. It solves the nonlinear systems at each time step via
Newtonian iteration. If the solutions do not converge, the DASPK solver will automatically reduce the time
step by half until the solutions of chemistry equations can converge to the desired accuracy. An advantage
of using such a solver is that the solutions are independent of the sequence order of chemical reactions listed
in the module. More reactions can be easily added if needed.

An advantage of the fractional step method in equation (19) is that different time integrationmethods can be
chosen for different terms [Fazio and Jannelli, 2009]. Chemical reactions are sometimes very stiff, requiring
the use of implicit methods. By using the splitting technique, we can achieve higher accuracy than without
splitting, because each module is solved by a higher-order accurate method. In the current study, the time
step Δt in equation (19) is 30 s, so the TIFe model runs 15 s transport, then 30 s chemistry, and last 15 s trans-
port. In the first and last 15 s, the transport module runs with a temporal resolution of 1 s, so the transport
module runs 15 times for each 15 s. For the 30 s chemistry module, the chemistry module first runs with a
time step of 1 s. Then the chemical solver checks whether the numerical solutions converge. If they have
not converged, the chemical module will split 1 s into two 0.5 s and solve the ODEs again. This process will
continue until the solutions have converged.

2.5. Model Input and Setup

We choose to input background parameters from external sources because the model is aimed for
mechanism studies, rather than self-consistently modeling the thermosphere and ionosphere. Iron
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species are minor constituents in the upper atmosphere; e.g., the peak number density of main Fe layers
distributed between 70 and 100 km is usually 8 or more orders of magnitude less than atmospheric
density [Chu et al., 2011]. Fe+ density is usually less than 10% of electron density above 100 km [Kopp,
1997; Grebowsky and Aikin, 2002]. Therefore, the feedback of Fe and Fe+ to the background neutral and
ionized atmosphere is negligible. Only under rare circumstances, such as sporadic E layers, could Fe+ be
dominant in a thin layer because in such cases most NO+ and O2

+ have neutralized with converged
electrons. Below we introduce the model setup.

The Fe and Fe+ initial profiles used in our simulations of the 28 May 2011 event are shown in Figure 3a. The Fe
densities below 100 km are the mean of the first half-hour lidar observations on 28 May 2011, with a peak
density of ~1.6 × 104 cm�3 [Chu et al., 2011]. Above 100 km, the Fe densities are set to linearly decrease to
0 at 110 km and above. Our purpose is to start the simulations with zero Fe background above 110 km
and then demonstrate how the thermospheric Fe atoms are produced from Fe+ ions that are transported into
the E-F regions. The initial Fe+ profile is set to the combination of two Gaussian profiles with a peak density of
~1.6 × 104 cm�3 at 100 km. The combined Gaussians have a full width at half maximum of ~32.5 km above
100 km and ~13.9 km below it, corresponding to a total column abundance of 3.95 × 1010 cm�2. This Fe+

initial profile is similar to the Fe+ shown in Figure 5 of Feng et al. [2013] for WACCM-Fe over Urbana (40°N)
where their peak density is ~9000 cm�3 at ~96 km. Given the huge variability of observed metallic ion
densities [e.g., Grebowsky and Aikin, 2002; Kopp, 1997; Earle et al., 2000; Roddy et al., 2004], the Fe+ column
abundance used in our initial profile is within a reasonable range, although it is larger than
some observations.

The neutral environmental data, such as neutral temperatures and number densities, are taken from
NRLMSISE-00 [Picone et al., 2002], while the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI-2012) [Bilitza et al.,
2011] is used to specify ionic parameters and temperatures of ions and electrons Ti and Te. We choose to take
major neutral species (N2, O2, O, H, and N) data from the NRLMSISE-00 empirical model, which are updated
every 120 s. The minor neutral species (O3, H2O, CO2, NO, and OH) data are taken from the simulation output
of thermosphere-ionosphere-mesosphere electrodynamics-general circulation model (TIME-GCM) [Roble and
Ridley, 1994] and updated every 120 s. The initial profiles of molecular ions (NO+, O2

+, O+, N2
+, and N+) are set

by the IRI-2012 empirical model, and these ion species densities can be updated by the TIFe model calcula-
tions, by external data every 120 s, or by the global airglow (GLOW) model [Solomon et al., 1988], which
calculates ionizations under aurora and sunlit conditions. The International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF-11) [Finlay et al., 2010] is used to specify the geomagnetic field (B-field) whose main field is quite stable.
In contrast, the polar electric field (E-field), particle precipitation, and neutral wind fields are complex and
highly variable due to the strong influences from the magnetosphere, solar activity, and wave dynamics.
The empirical electric potential model of Weimer [2005] is used to set up the electric field in the TIFe model,
while the GLOWmodel developed by Solomon et al. [1988] is utilized to characterize the ionization by auroral
electron precipitation. The neutral winds in the thermosphere are the most uncertain parameters because

Figure 3. (a) Initial density profiles of Fe (black line) and Fe+ (red line) used in the simulations of the thermospheric Fe layer
event on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo, Antarctica. (b) Contour of thermospheric Fe densities from 110 to 155 km observed by
lidar at McMurdo on 28 May 2011. Figure 3b is reproduced from Chu et al. [2011] for comparison to the TIFe model
simulations.
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there are no reliable wind measurements or empirical models available, especially for the polar region under
CME events. Consequently, the atmospheric (gravity or tidal) wave-induced vertical and horizontal winds
along with the background horizontal winds are forward modeled in the TIFe model.

3. Fe+ Transport and Layering

As introduced earlier, a main question raised by Chu et al. [2011] is the source of Fe and Fe+ in the polar ther-
mosphere and Fe+ layering in the polar E and F regions. Although the ultimate source of Fe and Fe+ is meteor
input, the main meteor deposition region of Fe and Fe+ is below 120 km [Vondrak et al., 2008]. Consequently,
the background Fe+ density in the E-F region is usually low, thus insufficient to generate appreciable Fe
atoms. To form neutral Fe from Fe+, at least two conditions are needed. First, a large amount of Fe+ ions must
be transported from the main deposition region upward to the E-F regions. Second, the Fe+ ions in the E-F
regions must be converged to form Fe+ layers that are dense enough to produce appreciable Fe atoms.
These ideas are illustrated in Figure 1. The main goal of this section is to investigate the transport and
convergence mechanisms. At high latitudes, previous investigations have shown that either electric field
or wind shear can play important roles in transporting and converging ion layers [Nygrén et al., 1984;
Bristow and Watkins, 1991;MacDougall et al., 2000]. However, it is still unknown how the wind shear mechan-
isms work in the presence of strong and varied electric field, especially in the polar region with highmagnetic
inclination angles. We utilize themethod of factor separation to provide quantitative understandings of these
mechanisms on transporting Fe+ and Fe and converging Fe+ layers. Both separated and combined effects of
electric field, horizontal, and vertical winds are studied here.

3.1. Fe+ Transport by Polar Electric Field

At high latitudes, the ionospheric electric field becomes a substantial driving force of ion transport in the ver-
tical direction [Nygrén et al., 1984; Bristow and Watkins, 1991]. The electric field-driven vertical drift velocity

Vize in equation (7) can be decomposed into two components of E
!� B

!
and E

!
drifts, corresponding to

Hall and Pedersen drifts. We define

f H ¼ cosΘD

1þ ξ2 ; f P ¼ ξ
1þ ξ2 (20)

where fH and fP are the Hall and Pedersen mobility coefficients, respectively, and Figure 4a shows their alti-
tude profiles. At high altitudes, larger Hall mobility coefficients lead to stronger E

!� B
!

drift, while at low alti-
tudes ions move in the direction of electric field due to larger Pedersenmobility coefficients. The directions of
Hall and Pedersen drifts are determined by the electric field direction relative to the geomagnetic field line,
i.e., the signs of Ex, Ey, and Ez in equation (7). Figure 4b illustrates the relationship between the electric field
direction and vertical ion drift. For instance, if the electric field points to the southeast direction, both Hall
and Pedersen drifts would produce upward ion flow, which suggests a potential mechanism for transporting
metallic ions into the thermosphere. When the electric field points to the southwest direction, thin converged
ionization layers can be formed at the null where the Hall drift moves ions downward from above and the
Pedersen drift moves ions upward from below. The northeast electric field would generate an opposite
effect—a divergent flow. Although the major effects are downward and upward transports, respectively, in
the northwest and southeast directions of electric field, convergence can be formed under special circum-
stance as shown in Figure 4b. When the upper ions catch up to the lower ions in the downward flow case or
when the lower ions catch up to the upper ions in the upward flow case, convergence occurs though it is
not as tight as the ion convergence in the case of southwest directed electric field [Bristow andWatkins, 1991].

The following tests use the electric field on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo (Figure 4c) derived from the electric
potential output from the Weimer-2005 empirical model [Weimer, 2005]. The Weimer model provides empiri-
cal high-latitude electric potentials andmagnetic field-aligned currents as functions of solar wind, interplane-
tary magnetic field (IMF), and dipole tilt angle with greater accuracy than earlier models [Weimer, 2005]. The
components of electric potential, which are uncorrelated to solar wind and IMF, are not included in the
Weimer model. We drive the Weimer model with the hourly averaged solar wind and IMF data from http://
omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/. Note that Ex, Ey, and Ez used in equation (7) are derived from the east-west and
north-south electric fields (EEast - West and ENorth - South) shown in Figure 4c as follows:
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Ex ¼ EEast-West

Ey ¼ ENorth-South� sin �ΘDð Þ
Ez ¼ �ENorth-South� cos ΘDð Þ

8><
>: (21)

The vertical drift velocity of Fe+ (Figure 4d) is then calculated using equation (7) with the same Ex, Ey, and Ez
for all altitudes (90–500 km). It is remarkable that during this CME event the polar electric field can reach
~50 mV/m strength and drive vertical ion drift to ±100 m/s. Fast vertical ion motions up to 90 m/s between
106 and 135 km have been observed in the Arctic with incoherent scatter radars [Oyama et al., 2012]. The
strong electric field at high latitudes can drive substantial upward motions of Fe+ ions, suggesting a potential
mechanism of Fe+ patches observed by Atmosphere Explorer C at altitudes around 300 km in the polar F
region [Grebowsky and Brinton, 1978].

The variations of Fe+ density versus time and altitude are illustrated in Figure 4e. The initial Fe+ profile used in
this simulation (Figure 3) has the majorities of Fe+ ions distributing below 120 km. Neutral winds are turned
off, but the electric field, gravity, and diffusion are kept on. From 0 to 3 UT, the electric field pointing to
northwest direction moves the Fe+ downward, thus pushing the initial layer down. From ~3 to ~9 UT when
the electric field points to southwest (Figure 4c), the Hall drift pushes ions downward and the Pedersen drift

Figure 4. Fe+ transport by polar electric field in Antarctica. (a) Comparison of Pedersen and Hall mobility coefficients.
(b) Possible vertical transport of ions driven by the electric field in the Southern Hemisphere, which is inspired by
Nygrén et al. [1984] and Bristow and Watkins [1991]. (c) The polar electric field on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo calculated from
Weimer-2005 model. (d) Vertical ion drift velocity at McMurdo calculated from equation (7) using the electric field derived
from Figure 4c. (e) Variations of Fe+ densities versus time and altitude simulated with the 1-D TIFe model. Here neutral
winds are turned off but the electric field, gravity, and diffusion are kept on. The chemical module and GLOW model are
turned on for this simulation.
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pushes ions upward (Figure 4d). Consequently, the Fe+ ions are converged to form a thin layer around 110 km
(Figure 4e). Starting from ~9 to ~16 UT, the electric field points to southeast direction so both Hall and
Pedersen drifts move ions upward. Consequently, a strong upward ion flow is seen in Figure 4e, and the
Fe+ ions in the main deposition region are transported into the F region reaching 500 km. From ~16 to
~20 UT, the east-west electric field is close to zero, while the north-south electric field is reversing its
direction from south to north. During this period, the vertical ion drift is relatively slow, and the ions float
at high altitudes first and then drift downward because of the gravitational force and small component of
northwest electric field. Since ~20 UT the electric field starts to gain magnitudes in the northwest
direction. As a result, the Fe+ ions are moved downward by both Hall and Pedersen drifts. Figure 4 clearly
shows that the Fe+ ions in the main deposition region are uplifted into the F region by strong southeast
directed electric field, demonstrating that the polar electric field is sufficient in transporting metallic ions
into the thermosphere, thus providing the source of Fe+.

3.2. Fe+ Transport by Neutral Winds

The ionization layers can be transported or converged by vertical ion drift driven by neutral winds blowing
across the geomagnetic field via Lorentz force. Equation (8) gives the vertical drift velocity Vizw due to neutral
winds. We define the dimensionless wind factors

f x ¼ ξ cosΘD

1þ ξ2 ; f y ¼ � sin 2ΘDð Þ
2 1þ ξ2
� � ; f z ¼ 1� cos2ΘD

1þ ξ2 (22)

where fi = x,y,z denote the wind factors associated with the geomagnetic zonal, meridional, and vertical
components of neutral winds, respectively. Three wind factors are compared in Figure 5a for McMurdo.
Comparing fx with fy, zonal wind is more efficient at drifting ions vertically below 120 km because of the
strong ion-neutral coupling, but above 130 km the meridional wind factor exceeds the zonal wind factor
because less ion-neutral coupling allows ions to drift along the geomagnetic field lines. As recognized

Figure 5. Fe+ transport by neutral winds. (a) Comparison of three wind factors by zonal, meridional, and vertical winds in
producing vertical ion drift. (b) Forward modeled geomagnetic zonal, meridional, and vertical components of neutral
winds induced by gravity waves at time t = 0, initial phaseϕ0 = 0, and zero backgroundwinds. (c) Vertical ion drift velocities
of Fe+ induced by individual wind components in Figure 5b. (d) Illustration of wind shear mechanisms to converge ions
by zonal (left), meridional (middle), and vertical (right) winds in the Southern Hemispehre. The grey block arrows in the
right subplot indicate the horizonal divergence induced by the vertical wind shear.
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since Whitehead [1961] and Axford [1963], the mechanisms of vertical shear of horizontal winds dominate
over the vertical shear of vertical wind at the middle and low latitudes [Carter and Forbes, 1999; Bishop and
Earle, 2003]. However, in the polar region the shears of horizontal winds are no longer dominant because
the horizontal wind factors fx and fy drop fast as the geomagnetic dip angle ΘD approaching �90°, while
the vertical wind factor fz approaches unity (Figure 5a). This situation gives rise to a much more efficient
converging force by the vertical wind than by the horizontal winds. Consequently, the neutral vertical wind
can induce vertical ion drift velocities with magnitudes similar to those by the neutral horizontal winds,
despite the vertical wind being much smaller than the horizontal winds. We demonstrate this point in
Figures 5b and 5c as the following.

To test the neutral windmechanisms, the gravity-wave-induced neutral winds are forwardmodeled using the
observed gravity wave parameters [Chu et al., 2011]. The gravity wave on 28 May 2011 shows a period of
~1.5 h between 75 and 155 km, and the vertical wavelength changes from ~15 km at 100 km to ~70 km
at 150 km [Chu et al., 2011]. We assume a monochromatic gravity wave with a period of 1.57 h. Its vertical
wavelength is set up by the lidar observations below 155 km and approximated by the vertical wavelength
profiles in Vadas [2007] above 155 km. The horizontal wavelength is estimated by comparing the measured
vertical wavelengths with the calculated vertical wavelengths in Vadas [2007] and Djuth et al. [2010], giving
rise to the best estimation of ~800 km. As the horizontal wavelength remains constant with altitude if the
background winds and temperatures change only with altitude [Vadas and Nicolls, 2009], the horizontal
wavelength is set to a constant 800 km throughout the altitude range in the model. The horizontal wave

number is kh ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2x þ k2y

q
, and the vertical wave number is m< 0 for downward phase progression [Fritts

and Alexander, 2003]. We set kx to positive and kx= ky, meaning that the gravity wave propagates in the
geomagnetic northeast direction. The wave-induced vertical (w) and horizontal (uh) winds at 150 km are
modeled as

w t; x; y; z0ð Þ ¼ w z0ð Þ cos ωt � kxx � kyy �mz þ ϕ0

� �
uh t; x; y; z0ð Þ ¼ �m

kh
w z0ð Þ cos ωt � kxx � kyy �mz þ ϕ0

� �
8<
: : (23)

Here a simplified polarization relationship is applied [Fritts and Alexander, 2003]:

uh ¼ �m
kh

w: (24)

Note that an initial phase ϕ0 is introduced for adjusting the phase relation between the neutral winds and
electric field in the model. We assume that the vertical wind amplitude at z0 = 150 km is w(z0) = ~ 12 m/s.

Below 200 km the amplitude is calculated as w zð Þ ¼ w z0ð Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ z0ð Þ=ρ zð Þp

, where ρ is the atmosphere density
[MacDougall et al., 2000], and above 200 km w(z> 200km) =w(z=200km). Such forward-modeled vertical
winds are comparable to the vertical winds reported by Larsen and Meriwether [2012]. The modeled wind
profiles are shown in Figure 5b for time t = 0, ϕ0 = 0, and zero background winds.

Using the modeled neutral winds (Figure 5b), we compute the vertical drift velocities of Fe+ caused by
each wind component. The results are compared in Figure 5c. Below 110 km, the vertical drifts caused
by horizontal winds are close to zero, and Fe+ ions follow the neutral vertical wind and converge at
the null of vertical wind. Above 120 km, the vertical drift caused by meridional wind increases fast with
increasing altitude, since fy and meridional wind amplitude increase at the same time. The vertical drift
caused by zonal wind increases fast around 120 km due to increasing fx and zonal wind amplitude but
then decreases with increasing altitude as the increase of zonal wind amplitude is canceled out by the
decrease of fx. Because the background horizontal winds are not considered, the nulls of zonal, meridio-
nal, and vertical winds coincide, making the nulls of vertical ion drifts by three winds identical at the
same altitudes. Once the background winds are considered, the nulls caused by the horizontal winds
can deviate from those by the vertical wind. The local maximum of the vertical drift is determined by
the product of wind factor and wind amplitude; therefore, the altitudes of the local maxima of three
vertical ion drifts can be different from each other, even when the background winds are assumed zero.
Figure 5d illustrates the ion transport and convergence mechanisms by the (geomagnetic) zonal, meridio-
nal, and vertical winds in the polar region.
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To investigate the impacts of neutral wind shear mechanisms on the transport and convergence of polar Fe+

ions, we design an experiment in Figure 6, in which the electric field is turned off but one of the three neutral
winds in geomagnetic coordinates (shown in Figure 5b) is switched on each time at time t = 0 with an initial
phase ϕ0 = 0.2π. Each simulation starts with the chemistry module only for 0.6 h before t = 0 to allow the sys-
tem to reach chemical balance. Once the transport module is turned on, the chemistry module is turned off;
thus, any changes of Fe+ densities since t = 0 are induced only by the wind transport. The initial profile of Fe+

is given by the blue dashed line in Figure 6, whose Fe+ densities at higher altitudes are substantially higher
than those of the initial profile shown in Figure 3. We compare the evolutions of the Fe+ profiles with three
distinct wind inputs: zonal, meridional, and vertical winds only. The rest initial conditions for McMurdo are
identical for these three simulations. Figure 6 shows that all three winds can transport Fe+ both upward
and downward, since the wave-induced winds reverse directions periodically, but, in general, the simulations
give downward transport of Fe+. The upward transport of Fe+ can be seen at the beginning of the simulation
when Fe+ densities exceed the initial profile density above 170 km. The occurrence of a peak at ~140 km
around 1.7 UT is also an evidence of upward transport of Fe+ by the meridional wind. Because the gravity
wave-induced neutral wind amplitudes grow with altitude, the wind amplitudes used in the simulation
(Figure 5b) are much larger at higher altitudes than at lower altitudes. Consequently, it is efficient for the
winds to push Fe+ downward from higher altitudes but much less efficient to push Fe+ upward from lower
altitudes. Such wave-induced wind profiles lead to the overall downward trend of Fe+ transport by
neutral winds.

All three winds are effective in forming vertically converged Fe+ layers as shown in Figure 6. Although the
vertical wind factor fz is the largest among fx, fy, and fz (Figure 5a), the vertical wind amplitudes are much
smaller than those of zonal and meridional winds (Figure 5b) for the gravity wave observed by the lidar. As
a result, the overall convergence effects by the vertical wind are somewhat comparable to or weaker than
those by the horizontal winds in Figure 6. The meridional wind is highly effective in converging Fe+ at

Figure 6. Experiments to test the impacts of neutral wind shear mechanisms on the transport and convergence of polar
Fe+ ions. The electric field is turned off, but one of the three wind components is switched on each time at t = 0. The
chemical module is first run for 0.6 h but then turned off once the transport module is turned on at t = 0. The horizontal
divergence associated with the vertical wind is included, and gravity and diffusion are also included. The blue dashed line
indicates the initial Fe+ density profile used in the experiments, while the red, green, and black solid lines represent the Fe+

density profiles converged only by the zonal, meridional, or vertical winds, respectively. The simulation time is indicated
by the number on the top right corner of each subplot in the unit of hour.
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high altitudes, while the zonal wind is effective at lower altitudes. The altitudes of Fe+ layer peaks are
separated from the present wind nulls because the formation of Fe+ layer peaks is related to the previous
convergent nulls. When the convergent nulls move downward as the gravity wave propagating upward,
the converged Fe+ layers are not able to follow the wind nulls, so the present wind null is below the peak
of Fe+ layer. When the divergent nulls catch up the converged Fe+ layers, the Fe+ layers would be
broadened by the divergent wind. The experiment in Figure 6 demonstrates that the neutral wind shear
mechanisms can still transport and converge ion layers in the polar region with high magnetic inclination
angles as long as the wind shears are sufficient. The wind amplitudes (Figure 5b) used in the simulations
are in the reasonable range of observed neutral winds in the thermosphere. The horizontal and vertical
wind shears can have comparable effects on ion transport and convergence, depending on altitudes and
relative wind magnitudes.

3.3. Fe+ and Fe Transport in the Simultaneous Presence of Electric Field and Winds

The motions of Fe+ are governed by both electric field and neutral winds. The convection electric field has
more profound impact on the vertical redistribution of Fe+ at high latitudes than at low latitudes. In
Figure 7, we investigate how the windmechanisms work in the presence of polar electric field. The simulation
conditions for Figure 7 are identical to those for Figure 4e except now the neutral winds given by Figure 5b
are turned on since the beginning. Horizontal winds are applied to Figures 7a and 7b, while vertical wind is
applied to Figures 7c and 7d. Despite some small differences, the overall patterns of Fe+ motion over the 24 h
time span are similar between Figures 7a and 7c, which are determined by the diurnal variations of electric
field and the periodic variations of neutral winds induced by gravity waves. The electric field first pushes
Fe+ downward, then reverses its direction to uplift Fe+ to several hundreds of kilometers, and then reverses
again to transport Fe+ downward, showing the overall Fe+ envelope similar to Figure 4e. In contrast to the

Figure 7. Fe+ and Fe transport in the simultaneous presence of polar electric field and neutral winds. (a and b) Fe+ and Fe
density variations under the electric field and horizontal winds. The vertical wind is turned off. (c and d) Fe+ and Fe density
variations under the electric field and vertical winds. The horizontal divergence is included in the simulation, but the
horizontal winds are turned off. The chemical module and GLOW model are turned on for all four subplots.
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“smooth” Fe+ densities in Figure 4e, periodic multiple Fe+ layers are seen from 0 to 8 UT in Figure 7a, periodic
“up and down” oscillations of Fe+ layers are seen from 8 to 16 UT in Figures 7a and 7c, and periodically con-
verged Fe+ layers are seen from 16 to 24 UT in Figures 7a and 7c. Such periodic behaviors with a time scale of
1–2 h are certainly caused by the gravity-wave-induced neutral winds. The results in Figure 7 demonstrate
that neutral winds can still converge Fe+ layers in the presence of electric field.

Although neutral winds can transport Fe+ upward efficiently at higher altitudes as demonstrated in
Figure 6, the major upward transport of Fe+ in Figure 7 is driven by the electric field because the neutral
winds used in this study have small amplitudes at lower altitudes, thus less efficient than the polar elec-
tric field in transporting Fe+ upward from the main deposition region. This fact explains why the upward
phase progression of Fe+ layers only shows up clearly from 8 to 16 UT when the electric field is in the
southeast direction for upward transport, but such upward phase does not show up or is less clear from
0 to 7 UT and from 17 to 24 UT when the electric field is not in the direction of uplifting Fe+. Though
multiple converged Fe+ layers are formed with downward phase progression at these two time durations,
they are converged from the remaining Fe+ ions that have not been transported downward yet. With the
vertical and horizontal wind amplitudes used in this study, the horizontal winds converge Fe+ more
strongly than the vertical wind, as the converged Fe+ layers in Figure 7a have higher densities than
the corresponding layers in Figure 7c, supporting the results of Figure 6. The electric field can have
constructive or destructive effects with the neutral winds in converging Fe+ layers, depending on their
phase relation. As an example, the strong thin Fe+ layers are formed via the constructive effects of down-
ward transport of electric field with wind shears from 17 to 24 UT in Figure 7a.

While they have comparable effects on converging Fe+ ions, the horizontal and vertical winds have very dif-
ferent effects on transporting the neutral Fe atoms as demonstrated in Figures 7b and 7d. Broad thermo-
spheric Fe layers are found in Figure 7b when there is no vertical wind. Under this circumstance, the Fe
atoms are localized and lost only through charge transfer and ionization if horizontal homogeneity in Fe den-
sity is assumed. Since the lifetime of Fe atoms is much longer than the wave period, the second Fe layer
emerges when the first Fe layer has not been depleted. In contrast, when the vertical wind is present in
Figure 7d, the produced Fe layers become much narrower in time span than those in Figure 7b. In this case,
the neutral Fe atoms are transported downward by the vertical wind following the phase of gravity wave.
Because the Fe layer shape in Figure 7d is much closer to the lidar observations (Figure 3b) than that in
Figure 7b, it demonstrates the importance of vertical wind in shaping the observed Fe layers. It is worth point-
ing out that the Fe+ layers in the downward phase have much higher densities than those in the upward
phase during the Fe+ “oscillations” from 8 to 16 UT, leading to more production of neutral Fe in the down-
ward phase than in the upward phase. Moreover, the upward phase of Fe+ is associated with the divergent
nulls of the neutral winds, which will further decrease the neutral Fe densities in the upward phase. The con-
vergent nulls of the neutral winds associated with the downward phase of Fe+ help converge the produced
Fe together to form Fe layers detectable by lidar. Therefore, Figures 7b and 7d exhibit appreciable neutral Fe
densities in the downward phase and nearly negligible Fe in the upward phase.

4. Fe+ Neutralization via Fe and Fe+ Chemistry

Whatmajor mechanisms are responsible for converting Fe+ to Fe is another main question raised by Chu et al.
[2011]. Basically, there are two known channels of neutralizing Fe+ to form Fe atoms. The first channel is direct
electron-Fe+ recombination. That is, Fe+ ions directly combine with electrons to produce Fe atoms via radia-
tive recombination (RR) and dielectronic recombination (DR) [Nahar et al., 1997]. Both RR and DR lead to emis-
sion of a photon with energy hν ≥ 7.9 eV (R1):

Feþ þ e�→Feþ hν (R1)

Such direct recombination reactions are slow, and the total recombination rate coefficients are around
6.5 × 10�12 and 5.2 × 10�12 cm3 s�1 at temperatures of 300 and 500 K, respectively [Nahar et al., 1997].
The second channel is dissociative electron recombination. That is, once Fe+ is oxidized by O3 to produce
more active FeO+ (R2), an electron will react with FeO+ to dissociate the molecule and form a neutral Fe atom
in the meantime (R3).

(R1)
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Feþ þ O3→FeOþ þ O2 (R2)

FeOþ þ e�→Feþ O (R3)

FeOþ þ O→Feþ þ O2 (R4)

However, FeO+ is also quite reactive with atomic O that converts FeO+ back to Fe+ (R4). The competition
between R3 and R4 leads to a lifetime of Fe+ that highly depends on the density ratio of atomic O and O3

in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere [Plane, 2003]. Because its reaction rate coefficient is on
the order of 10�7 cm3 s�1 [Plane et al., 1999], the dissociative recombination reaction (R3) is significantly fas-
ter than R1. However, above 115 km, O3 is significantly reduced because the extremely low pressure prevents
the formation of O3 from the recombination of O and O2 [Allen et al., 1984; Plane, 2003], and photolysis con-
sumes O3 efficiently. Consequently, it is expected that FeO+ concentration above 115 km is insufficient for
producing the observed Fe density via R3 and R4 competition, so the neutralization of Fe+ above 115 km
is mainly through direct recombination R1 as hypothesized in Chu et al. [2011].

Such a theory must be tested with quantitative simulations. Furthermore, whether the direct electron-Fe+

recombination (R1) is sufficient to produce the lidar-observed Fe density requires detailed quantitative mod-
eling investigations. This is because the slow production reaction must compete with various loss reactions
that convert Fe back to Fe+ or to compound molecules. Once neutral Fe is formed, it can be lost through
photoionization (R5), ionization caused by energetic electrons (R6), charge transfer reactions with O2

+ and
NO+ (R7 and R8), and oxidization by O3 (R9):

Feþ hν→Feþ þ e� (R5)

Feþ e��→Feþ þ e� þ e�� (R6)

Feþ Oþ
2 →Feþ þ O2 (R7)

Feþ NOþ→Feþ þ NO (R8)

Feþ O3→FeOþ O2 (R9)

FeOþ O→Feþ O2 (R10)

The loss of Fe is mainly through charge transfer and photoionization if there is sunlight above 115 km where
O3 is lacking. Under dark polar night conditions, photoionization is absent but aurora particle precipitation
may have significant impacts on the production and loss of Fe via increasing NO+, O2

+, and electron densities
and ionizing Fe by direct impact (R6). The major goal of this section is to investigate the chemical production
and loss mechanisms of Fe, test the theory of Chu et al. [2011], and inspect the roles of aurora activity.

4.1. Tests of Fe+ Neutralization Mechanisms

To test the hypothesis of direct recombination being the major channel to convert Fe+ to Fe in the thermo-
sphere as proposed by Chu et al. [2011], the following two model runs are performed. In the first run, we shut
down the direct electron-Fe+ recombination (R1) by setting the reaction rate coefficient k1 = 0 while keeping
all other coefficients in Tables 1 and 2. In the second run, we shut down the dissociative recombination (R3)
by setting k3 = 0 while keeping all other coefficients including k1 in Tables 1 and 2. The model conditions of
source and transport are kept the same for both runs, in which the electric field is 45% of that given by
Figure 4c, the horizontal and vertical winds are given by Figure 5b, the initial Fe and Fe+ profiles are given in
Figure 3, and the horizontal wind divergence is turned off. All initial parameters of major andminor species of
neutrals and ions are kept the same for both runs. The simulations start at 11 UT with only chemistry for the
first half hour and then run with chemistry and transport modules thereafter. The results of these two runs are
compared in Figure 8, and the differences are stunning. Above ~125 km, the dissociative recombination is
ineffective to produce Fe atoms because of the low O3 concentration (Figure 8a). Although the direct recom-
bination is slow, it is sufficient to produce appreciable Fe densities above 120 km as shown in Figure 8b.
Below 120 km, the situation is reversed; i.e., the first run with (R3) generates significantly more Fe densities
than those by the second run with (R1). Certainly, to what altitudes (R3) is effective depends on the O3

concentration profile as well as on how effective the competing reaction (R4) is. Nevertheless, Figure 8
demonstrates clearly that the major neutralization mechanism above ~120 km is the direct recombination
(R1), supporting the hypothesis made by Chu et al. [2011].

(R2)

(R3)

(R4)

(R5)

(R6)

(R7)

(R8)

(R9)

(R10)
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Why is the slow reaction R1 able to produce appreciable Fe densities? We investigate it by comparing the pro-
duction and loss rates of Fe. The production rate of Fe via (R1) as a function of Fe+ and electron densities is
shown in Figure 9a, while the loss rate of Fe by charge transfer as a function of NO+ and O2

+ densities is given
in Figure 9b. The production rate is on the order of 0.085 cm�3 s�1 for [e�] = 1.5 × 105 cm�3 and
[Fe+] = 1.0 × 105 cm�3 at 400 K, while the charge transfer loss rate is on the order of 0.02 cm�3 s�1 for
[NO+ + O2

+] = ~5 × 104 cm�3 and Fe density of 400 cm�3. Because the thermospheric Fe layers were
observed during dark polar nights, photoionization of Fe is absent. The low concentration of O3 makes the
loss of Fe and Fe+ through oxidization negligible. If the Fe ionization by direct impact of aurora energetic
particles is also small, the production and loss rates shown in Figure 9 are the major ones for Fe, while the
production of Fe via (R1) is the major loss mechanism for Fe+. Using these rates, we estimate in the thermo-
sphere that the Fe+ lifetime is on the order of 10 days, and the Fe lifetime varies from several hours to about a
day depending on the concentrations of NO+ and O2

+, when the downward transport of Fe+ and Fe by
gravitational force is neglected. It is clear from these simulations that a very small portion (on the order of
~0.1%) of Fe+ is converted to Fe via (R1). Because the converged Fe+ layers possess high densities (on the
order of 105 cm�3) and the Fe loss rate in dark night is low, ~0.1% conversion rate is sufficient to produce
the observed Fe densities via R1.

Figure 8. Tests of Fe+ neutralization channels in the thermosphere. Fe density contours produced by two TIFe model runs
with (a) the direct electron-Fe+ recombination channel shut off and (b) the dissociate recombination channel shut off,
respectively. In these two simulations, the GLOWmodel is turned on with energy influx of 1.5 erg/s/cm2, but the horizontal
divergence is turned off. The electric field is reduced to 45% of the original strengths calculated from Weimer model.

Figure 9. Production and loss rates of Fe in the thermosphere. (a) The production rate of Fe via the direct recombination
reaction (R1) under different electron and Fe+ densities. (b) The loss rate of Fe via charge transfer with NO+ and O2

+.
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4.2. Impacts of Aurora Activity

Aurora electron precipitation has substantial effects on the partitioning chemistry between Fe and Fe+,
because energetic electron precipitation penetrating into the thermosphere and mesosphere can cause
significant changes of chemical constituents [Aikin and Smith, 1999; Sinnhuber et al., 2012] and ionization
of neutral atmosphere [Frahm et al., 1997]. The thermospheric Fe layer events reported in Chu et al. [2011]
were observed during diffuse aurora activity, so it is worthwhile to investigate how aurora impacts the forma-
tion of Fe layers. In contrast to the discrete aurora that has sharply peaked spectrum, diffusive aurora has
continuous temporal and large extent spatial signature [Lui et al., 1973]. Diffusive aurora typically comprises
the major energy of aurora input into the polar upper atmosphere [Sandford, 1968] and has uniform impacts
on the E-F region over spatial scale of thousands of kilometers and time scale of hours [Whalen, 1983;
Robinson and Vondrak, 1985]. Aurora electrons can increase plasma density by enhancing the ionization of
neutrals, as parameterized by various methods [Roble and Ridley, 1987; Solomon et al., 1988; Solomon,
2001; Fang et al., 2008]. The increased electron density can speed up the neutralization of Fe+ to form Fe
(R1), while increased NO+ and O2

+ densities can increase Fe+ density and the loss of Fe through enhanced
charge transfer (R7 and R8). Aurora can reduce O3 concentration in the upper mesosphere and thermosphere
by increasing readily oxidizable substances like NOx and OH [Sinnhuber et al., 2012]. The energetic electrons
generated by aurora can also ionize Fe through direct impact.

The GLOW model is adopted in our model to compute the energetic electron flux introduced by aurora
electron precipitations. The GLOW model is an energetic electron transport and energy deposition model,
providing ionization and excitation rates of major species, energetic electron production and transport,
excited species densities, and airglow emission rates for the thermosphere [Solomon et al., 1988; Bailey
et al., 2002]. Typically, the energy spectrum of diffusive aurora electrons is from 0.1 eV to ~50 keV with
Maxwellian energy distribution with a mean energy of tens of eV. The energies of major aurora electrons
are well above the thresholds of ionization energy of atmosphere gases (on the order of tens eV), creating
energetic secondary electrons during the process of auroral electrons ionizing neutral gases. The roles of
primary and secondary electrons in all radiation and ionization phenomena have been recognized for
decades [Green and Sawada, 1972; Solomon et al., 1988]. The GLOW model utilizes the two-stream formalism
of Nagy and Banks [1970] to calculate the primary and secondary electron fluxes, as well as the photoelectron
flux generated by solar irradiance. The solid lines in Figure 10a are the average electron and molecular den-
sities over the 12 hmodeling with auroral electron precipitation on 28 May 2011, and the dashed lines are the
plasma densities taken from the output of IRI model for nighttime conditions. The comparison shows that the
electron densities are enhanced by 2 orders of magnitude and so are the densities of NO+, O2

+, and O+.

The ionization rate of Fe by direct electron impact is not given in the GLOW model. We utilize the ionization
cross sections of Fe measured in the laboratory by Shah et al. [1993] to quantify the ionization rate of Fe by
energetic electrons. The cross section of R6 was measured for the electron energy spectrum from an

Figure 10. (a) Plasma density profiles (solid lines) given by the GLOW model under aurora precipitation on 28 May 2011, compared with the plasma densities
(dashed line) taken from the IRI model for the nighttime conditions. (b) Ionization cross section of Fe by aurora electron impact obtained via extrapolation of
the experimental data in Shah et al. [1993]. (c) Profiles of ionization rates of Fe by aurora electron impact per unit Fe density for different values of electron energy
spectrum and energy influx.
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ionization threshold of 8 eV to 1.25 keV [Shah et al., 1993]. We fit an exponential function, σFe E > 100 eVð Þ ¼
eaE

2þbEþc , to the measured values between 100 and 1250 eV and then extrapolate to obtain the ionization
cross sections above 1.25 keV. By minimizing the fitting error, we obtain that a= � 0.0398, b= � 0.181,
and c= � 34.169. Below 100 eV, the cross section at any electron energy is interpolated from the measured
values. The resulted ionization cross section used in our model is shown as the blue line in Figure 10b. The
ionization rate of Fe, IFe(z), is then calculated as a function of the total electron flux per unit energy ϕ(E, z),
ionization cross section σFe(E), and number density of Fe nFe(z) as

IFe zð Þ ¼ ∫
∞

ET
ϕ E; zð Þ·σFe Eð Þ·nFe zð ÞdE; (25)

where ET is the threshold of ionization energy of Fe. Note thatϕ(E, z) includes all electrons of primary and sec-
ondary electrons as well as photoelectrons. The calculated ionization rates per unit Fe density (in unit of s�1)
of Fe are plotted against altitude in Figure 10c for four conditions of auroral electron input. The energetic
electron flux produced by auroral electron precipitations is determined by both total input energy flux and
electron energy spectrum. Figure 10c shows that larger total energy influx generates more energetic elec-
trons, leading to the higher ionization rate than that with less energy influx but the same energy spectrum.
Under the same total input energy flux, the 100 keV auroral electrons have lower altitude of peak electron flux
than 1 keV electrons, leading to less ionization at the upper altitudes but more ionization at the lower alti-
tudes [Fang et al., 2008]. It is clear from Figure 10c that the ionization rate of unit Fe density is around
10�6 s�1 or less, so the loss rate of Fe caused by direct ionization by aurora energetic electrons is significantly
smaller than the loss rate caused by charge transfer.

Auroral electron precipitation plays the role of a double-edged sword in the formation of thermospheric Fe
layers. On one hand, the energetic electron fluxes created by auroral electrons significantly enhance the elec-
tron densities in the E-F regions, accelerating the production of Fe via neutralization of Fe+. On the other
hand, aurora increases the loss of Fe via enhanced charge transfer with increased densities of NO+, O2

+,
and O+ and via electron impact ionization. The competition of production and loss of neutral Fe is deter-
mined by plasma densities for a given Fe+ abundance. Figure 11 illustrates an experiment designed to inves-
tigate the impact of aurora. The test uses square-shaped initial Fe+ and Fe profiles, in which Fe+ ions of
104 cm�3 distribute from 150 to 160 km and Fe atoms of 200 cm�3 distribute from 120 to 130 km. The electric
field is set to 1 mV/m, pointing to the east. Uplifted by the electric field, the Fe+ layer shows an upward
motion (Figures 11a and 11c). The neutral winds are set to zero, so only gravity and diffusion impact the
motion of neutral Fe. When GLOW is on, the Fe layer in Figure 11b is depleted via charge transfer with
NO+ and O2

+ while Fe+ ions are produced around 120 km. The Fe layer exhibits a slow downward motion
caused by gravity. In the region with initial Fe+ but zero Fe, say 160 km, there is no neutral Fe in the beginning
but then Fe atoms are produced through neutralization of Fe+. Since the Fe+ density is high in the beginning,
the net gain of Fe atoms is seen at first. Then after 15.5 UT, the major Fe+ ions are moved away from 160 km
by electric field, so Fe+ and Fe layers are decoupled and a net loss from Fe layer is seen at 160 km. At higher
altitudes, the Fedensities are increaseddue to the increasingdensities of Fe+.WhenGLOW is off, fewer Fe+ ions
are produced around 120 km via charge transfer of the initial Fe layer with lower NO+ andO2

+ densities. Above
140 km, it is hard to see net Fe production from Fe+ neutralization because of the lower electron density. A dif-
fusive Fe layer originated from the initial Fe layer is formed by diffusion. Because of the shape of the initial Fe
layer, the large density gradient on the top edge of Fe layer gives rise to very large diffusion velocity (see equa-
tion (12)). This test demonstrates that energetic electron precipitation from diffusive aurora enhances neutra-
lization of Fe+ in converged Fe+ layer by increasing the electron densities. When Fe and Fe+ layers are
decoupled, the lack of Fe production leads to a net loss of Fe via charge transfer with NO+ and O2

+. This net
loss of Fe can be enhanced by an increase in NO+ and O2

+ densities due to aurora particle precipitation.

5. Simulations of Fe Layer Event on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo

Even after examining the mechanisms of Fe+ and Fe transport and chemistry, there are still questions about
what determines the observed Fe layer shapes and why the event on 28 May 2011 follows gravity wave
phases so precisely. Multiple factors, such as the polar electric and geomagnetic fields, neutral vertical and
horizontal winds, initial Fe+ layer conditions (external sources), atmospheric waves, and aurora particle
precipitation, are expected to play roles. In addition to the effects of individual factors, the relative
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strengths and phases across multiple factors contribute to the formation of Fe layer shapes. We attempt to
reproduce with numerical simulations the Fe layer event observed on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo. This
investigation helps illustrate the interplay of multiple factors and determine the relative importance of
various factors in forming this stunning event.

5.1. Reproducing the Fe Layer Observations on 28 May 2011

To reproduce the first Fe layer observed at relatively low altitudes around 12 UT, the altitude of the peak
density of the initial Fe+ density profile used in the model is set to around 100 km at a start time of 11 UT
(as given in Figure 3a). Figure 3a also shows the initial Fe density profile used in the model. Notice that the
Fe density above 110 km is set to zero so that any neutral Fe above 110 kmwould come from themodel simu-
lation. The initial profiles of other iron species (other than Fe and Fe+) are all set to zero, and the initial envir-
onmental neutral and ionic parameters are provided by MSIS and IRI models for the specific date and
geomagnetic conditions. The simulation starts at 11 UT and runs only the chemistry module for the first half
hour using chemical reactions listed in Tables 1 and 2. As a result, the profiles of all iron species obtained at
11:30 UT with the model are taken as the effective initial profiles used in the following full simulations. The
transport module is turned on at 11:30 UT and runs with the chemistry module for 12 h, the same duration
as the lidar observation. The time step is set to 1 s, and the data are saved every 2min. All results shown in this
section start at 11:30 UT.

As noted in Chu et al. [2011], there was a geomagnetic storm on 28 May 2011 with a Kp index of 6. The
average aurora hemispheric power between 11 and 23 UT is about 37.1 GW, which is obtained from the
measurements of NOAA POES satellites. The location of McMurdo is near the edge of aurora oval, but very
bright aurora was seen overhead during the lidar observations. We take 1.5 erg/s/cm2 as the energy flux input
to the GLOWmodel for calculating the particle precipitation andmolecular ion densities. The auroral electron
spectrum input is set to a Maxwellian distribution with characteristic mode energy of 1 keV and mean energy

Figure 11. Tests of aurora effects on the thermospheric Fe+ and Fe layers. (a–d) Variations of Fe+ or Fe densities in log10
scales versus time and altitude simulated by the TIFe model. Square initial profiles of Fe+ and Fe densities are used in
these simulations. Neutral winds are turned off, but the chemistry model is turned on. The electric field is set to 1 mV/m
pointing to geomagnetic east. The GLOW model is turned on for Figures 11a and 11b but off for Figures 11c and 11d.
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20.0 eV. The IMF and solar wind data
measured by ACE (Advanced
Composition Explorer) satellite reveal
a coronal mass ejection (CME) event
on 28 May 2011 (Figure 12). The IMF
Bz from ACE shows a sharp turn from
northward to southward between 6
and 7 UT, while the solar wind density
shows a sharp peak. The solar wind
density varies from 4 to over
10 cm�3, and the solar wind velocity
changes from 500 to 600 km/s.
Driven by the smoothed ACE data,
the empirical electric potential model
[Weimer, 2005] computes the
high-latitude electric potential and
magnetic field-aligned current. The
electric field strength is then
calculated from the electric potential,

E
!¼ � ∇Φ , for McMurdo location
and illustrated in Figure 4c.
However, when using the full
strength of such electric field in the
TIFe model, Fe+ ions are uplifted to
very high altitudes, leading to low
Fe+ densities below 200 km as
demonstrated in Figures 4 and 7.
Consequently, the resulting Fe layers
have low densities and long-lasting
envelope shapes (see Figure 7d) that
are not comparable to the lidar
observation. When reducing the elec-
tric field strength to 45% of that in
Figure 4c, satisfactory Fe densities

and layer shapes can be obtained as demonstrated in Figure 8. Checking the Super Dual Auroral Radar
Network (SuperDARN) data [Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998] (http://vt.superdarn.org/tiki-index.php?
page=ASCIIData) on 28 May 2011 around the lidar observation time, the interpolated electric field strength
near McMurdo is about 50–65% of that computed by Weimer model. Therefore, for reproducing the 28
May 2011 event, the polar electric field is set to 45% of the original Weimer field in Figure 4c for simulations
shown in Figures 13–15.

Besides the electric field, neutral winds play important roles in the transport and layering of Fe+ and Fe. The
observed Fe layers are dominated by gravity waves with periods of ~1.5 h, and the gravity-wave-induced
neutral winds are forward modeled in Figure 5b as described in section 3.2. Such short wave-periods along
with limited downward transport speeds do not allow sufficient Fe+ ions to move below 200 km in time, once
they have been transported to very high altitudes. This is also why the electric field has to be cut to 45% as
discussed above. Certainly, the background horizontal winds can also play a role and should be added to the
wave-induced winds to form the total neutral winds used in equation (8) to calculate the Fe+ vertical drift.
Unfortunately, at this time there are no good horizontal neutral wind measurements in the simulated altitude
ranges (~100 to 500 km), and horizontal wind models do not provide sufficient wind estimates during
geomagnetic storms. The mechanism tests in Figures 7 and 8 with zero background winds suggest reason-
able results. Therefore, we set the horizontal background winds to zero and take the forward modeled
gravity-wave-induced neutral winds in Figure 5b as the total neutral winds in the TIFe model to reproduce
the lidar observation.

Figure 12. Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), solar wind, AE index, and
SYM-H around 28 May 2011 measured by satellites and magnetometers.
Data are downloaded from OMNIWeb (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/
omni_min.html).
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Combining all these factors together, the patterns of Fe+ and Fe layers on 28 May 2011 are simulated and
shown in Figures 13a and 13b. We compare the simulation with the observed Fe layers (Figure 3b) from
several aspects. First, the curving shapes and gravity wave signatures of the simulated Fe layers in
Figure 13b closely resemble the observed Fe layer shape on 28 May 2011 [Chu et al., 2011]. Our tests show
that such curving shapes are mainly determined by the profiles of gravity-wave-induced vertical and horizon-
tal winds. Because the wave-induced wind profiles are forward modeled with the observed vertical wave-
lengths varying with altitudes, the simulated Fe layers are quite close to the observations in this aspect.
Second, the simulated overall envelope of the Fe layer shape, especially the change of maximum heights
for consecutive Fe layers over time, replicates the observed layer envelope quite well. The Fe layers start at
relatively low altitudes, gradually increase the maximum heights for repeated layers, and then decrease
the maximum heights until merged with the main Fe layers. Our tests show that such an envelope is deter-
mined by three main factors: the initial conditions of Fe+ density profiles, the electric field, and total neutral
winds. In particular, substantial changes of the Fe layer envelope can result if the background horizontal
winds are added in the same or opposite direction of the gravity wave propagation. By adjusting the relative
phase and strength between the electric field and neutral winds, the Fe layer envelope can be shifted in time
and modified in height. Nevertheless, the first layer height is largely determined by the initial Fe+ density
profile. The best simulation results in Figure 13b are obtained with zero background winds, gravity wave-
induced neutral winds, 45% electric field strength, and low-altitude initial Fe+ density profile. Third, the simu-
lated Fe layer “contrast” and width in time are examined in Figures 13c and 13d, where the time series of Fe
density variations at 130 and 140 km are compared with the observational data. The contrast of simulated
layers is much lower than the contrast in the lidar observation, reflected at the layer troughs where the simu-
lated Fe densities are higher than the observed densities. The layer “width” in time extension is somewhat

Figure 13. The TIFemodel simulations of the thermospheric Fe layer event on 28May 2011 forMcMurdo, Antarctica, with all
factors considered together. (a, b) Patterns of Fe+ and Fe layer densities (in log10 scale) versus time and altitude. (c, d)
Comparisons of the simulated and observed Fe layer densities at 130 and 140 km, respectively. The electric field is reduced
to 45% of the original strength derived from the Weimer-2005 model. Neutral winds are forward modeled as gravity wave-
induced horizontal and vertical winds with zero background winds. The parameterized horizontal divergence is fully
counted in. The chemicalmodule is turned on, and the GLOWmodel is turned onwith aurora energy influx of 1.5 erg/s/cm2.
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narrower than observations. The peak densities of simulated Fe layers are comparable to observations, and
they can be adjusted by varying the initial profiles of Fe+ and Fe densities.

5.2. Interplay of Multiple Factors

The above simulations with the full horizontal divergence parameterized exhibit contrast lower than
observed. By turning off the horizontal divergence term while keeping all other simulation conditions the
same as those in Figure 13, high-contrast Fe layers are obtained as shown in Figure 14. Comparison of the
simulated Fe layer densities with observed in Figures 14c and 14d at 130 and 140 km shows a close replica-
tion of the lidar-observed Fe layers. Although the Fe contours show large differences between Figures 13b
and 14b, the Fe+ contours (Figures 13a and 14a) with and without the horizontal divergence term are very
similar to each other, except small differences below 120 km. This result can be explained using equations (16)
and (17). For Fe+, the parentheses terms of equation (17) become much smaller than 1 at higher altitudes,
significantly diminishing the effects of horizontal wind divergence. On the contrary, neutral Fe atoms experi-
ence the full effects of horizontal wind divergence; e.g., vertical divergence at the troughs induces horizontal
convergence, which leads to the difficulty of removing Fe from the troughs, thus the lower contrast in
Figure 13. As discussed in section 2.3.3, the horizontal divergence cannot be dismissed; however, it is possible
that our parameterized term given by equation (18) may have overestimated the effects. An inference is that
for large, horizontally extended layers, the horizontal divergence at the middle of the layers may be partially
canceled by the horizontal divergence of the surrounding cells. This is likely the case for the Fe layer event on
28 May 2011, which lasts for many hours, indicating a large horizontal extension of Fe layers, while the lidar
beam only has a 100–200 m footprint at 100–200 km altitudes.

Another factor that may affect the layer contrast is the aurora particle precipitation. DMSP observations
[Knipp et al., 2014] have indicated that precipitation can be localized, the electron energy distribution may
be non-Maxwellian, and significant ion dump in the Southern Hemisphere occurred on 28 May 2011
(Delores J. Knipp, University of Colorado Boulder, private communication). As a result, even under the same
aurora hemispheric power, the local energy influx at McMurdo can be many times higher than the mean. To

Figure 14. The same as Figure 13 except that the horizontal divergence is turned off for this simulation.
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test how such spatially enhanced particle precipitation alters the thermospheric Fe layers, we increase the
energy influx in GLOW model by 20 times (from 1.5 to 30 erg/s/cm2) in a new simulation run while
keeping all other simulation conditions the same as Figure 13 (including the horizontal divergence term).
The results are plotted in Figure 15, where the Fe densities increase at the ridges and decrease at the
troughs, leading to significantly improved contrast compared to Figure 13. The long-lasting Fe envelope
can be shortened in time if the enhanced energy influx is turned off after the first half run. The tests
shown in Figures 14 and 15 indicate that the very high contrast of the thermospheric Fe layers observed
on 28 May 2011 may require relatively special conditions to form but low-contrast Fe layers, which have
been observed by lidar at McMurdo [Chu et al., 2013, 2016], are readily formed under normal polar conditions.

Overall, the mechanism studies and the TIFe simulations of the 28 May 2011 event demonstrate that multiple
factors are at play in shaping neutral Fe layers in the thermosphere. Net production of Fe atoms in the ther-
mosphere occurs wherever the Fe+ layer density is sufficiently high so that Fe production via direct and
dissociative recombination exceeds Fe loss. Consequently, the altitude, density, and shape of converged
Fe+ layers strongly affect where andwhen Fe atoms are produced in the thermosphere and largely determine
the maximum heights of Fe layers. However, Fe+ layers cannot solely determine the Fe layer shape because
once formed from Fe+ neutralization, the neutral Fe atoms are no longer subject to Coulomb and Lorenz
forces. The motions of Fe atoms are balanced by the neutral winds via collisions and influenced by gravity
and diffusion. Separately, Fe+ ions are strongly influenced by electromagnetic forces in addition to the neu-
tral winds, gravity, and diffusion. As a result, Fe+ motion can deviate from the neutral wind-constrained Fe
motion, depending on the electric field strength and direction as well as the neutral wind background. If
the electric field is in strong upward or downward phase, it can push the Fe+ layers up or down, deviating
from the motion of the earlier produced Fe atoms. Once the Fe layer is decoupled from the Fe+ layer, the
Fe production stops and then net loss of Fe results from charge transfer with NO+ and O2

+. However, because
the Fe+ loss due to Fe production is very minor, the remaining Fe+ layer still contains sufficiently high density
so it continues to produce Fe. Therefore, neutral Fe atoms will be generated at multiple times and locations,
which can broaden the observed Fe layers. If the electric field is in the transition from up/downward to

Figure 15. The same as Figure 13 except that the energy influx to the GLOW model is increased to 30 erg/s/cm2 for this
simulation.
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down/upward, the weak electric field will have much less influence on Fe+ motion. As a result, Fe+ layers will
basically stay with the Fe layers following the neutral winds. In this case, the Fe production can exceed the
charge transfer-induced Fe loss, leading to increasing Fe density. In general, because the motion of neutral
Fe atoms is mainly driven by the neutral winds, the centers of neutral Fe layers follow the gravity wave
phase quite closely when gravity waves dominate the neutral winds, especially the vertical wind. This is
true in the region below 200 km where collisions are still frequent enough that gravity and diffusion have
minor influences on Fe motions. Furthermore, the aurora particle precipitation can enhance neutralization
of Fe+ in the converged layer by increasing the electron densities, leading to higher Fe densities at the
ridges. In the meantime, the aurora-enhanced NO+ and O2

+ densities can increase Fe loss via charge
transfer once the Fe layers are decoupled from the Fe+ layers, leading to better depletion of Fe densities at
the troughs.

Despite some discrepancy between the simulated and observed Fe layers, the 1-D TIFe model has repro-
duced the 28 May 2011 event surprisingly well with reasonable density, altitude, wave signature, and evolu-
tion shape. This fact indicates that the 1-D TIFe model has captured the major physical mechanisms
responsible for the formation of 28 May 2011 Fe layer event. The polar electric field is characterized by diurnal
variations of convection pattern of the electric field [Richmond, 1995;Weimer, 2005]. For a single location, the
magnitude and direction of electric field has diurnal variations as shown in Figure 4c. Translating to a snap
shot over the entire Antarctica, some regions correspond to upward ion motion, while some other regions
correspond to downward motion [Iijima and Potemra, 1978]. This point is demonstrated in a simulation
shown in Figure 16. In Figure 16, the electric field for every grid point is calculated using the Weimer [2005]

Figure 16. The 2-D map of vertical ion drift velocities for different universal times at altitude of 117.5 km over Antarctica
computed by the TIFe model for the conditions on 28 May 2011. The full electric field strength given by the Weimer
model is used in the calculation of these 2-D maps. The color bars are in the unit of m/s where the positive (red) represents
upward ion transport and the negative (blue) for downward ion flow.
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model driven with the IMF and solar wind conditions on 28 May 2011. Then the vertical ion drift velocity for
each grid point is calculated using the 1-D TIFe model over the entire Antarctica. It is clear from this 2-D map
at altitude of 117.5 km that there are regions of strong downward ion flow and other regions of strong
upward flow. Fe+ can be pushed down and accumulated at relatively lower altitudes in the downward flow
regions. Once horizontally advected to McMurdo, such regions can provide the needed initial profiles as in
Figure 3a. For the Fe layer event on 28 May 2011, the upward vertical transport of an “extended ion clouds”
(the red contour near the lower center of the images) exists for many hours above McMurdo Station, indicat-
ing vertical transport as the dominant transport for this event. Consequently, the 1-D TIFemodel is well suited
to simulate this event by accurately modeling the vertical transport. It is necessary for future TIFe models to
include 3-D transport in order to reproduce many other thermospheric Fe layer events observed by lidar in
Antarctica [Chu et al., 2016].

6. Conclusions

A thermosphere-ionosphere Fe/Fe+ (TIFe) model has been developed from first principles at the University of
Colorado to study the formation mechanisms of neutral Fe layers in the thermosphere observed by lidar over
McMurdo, Antarctica. In general, the TIFe model simulations confirm and mathematically formulate the TIFe
theory proposed by Chu et al. [2011] that thermospheric Fe layers with gravity wave signatures are produced
through neutralization of Fe+ ion layers that are vertically converged by gravity wave-induced vertical shears
of vertical and horizontal winds. This study develops the TIFe theory into a numerical TIFe model depicting
the lifecycle of meteoric metallic ions and atoms via deposition, transport, chemistry, and wave dynamics.
Through mechanism tests and reproductions of a stunning Fe layer event on 28 May 2011, a comprehensive
picture is envisaged as follows and illustrated in Figure 1 for the formation of thermospheric Fe layers with
clear downward phase progression of atmospheric waves in the polar thermosphere.

1. Upward Transport of Meteoric Fe+ Ions From the Main Deposition Region
The polar electric field transports metallic ions Fe+ upward from their main deposition region (~80–
110 km) into the E and F regions, providing the major source of Fe+ (and accordingly Fe) in the thermo-
sphere. Direct deposition of iron species by meteor ablation and sputtering above 120 km can provide
an additional source but is not a necessary and likely not a sufficient condition. The neutral winds can also
transport Fe+ in the vertical direction. Due to the high magnetic inclination angle, the vertical wind can
induce vertical ion drift with magnitudes similar to or even larger than those caused by the horizontal
winds, despite the smaller amplitude of vertical wind. The maximum heights of Fe+ and transport timing
are determined via the combined effects of the electric field strength and direction, neutral wind ampli-
tude and direction, and relative phase relation between the electric field and neutral winds. By adjusting
the relative phase and strength between the electric field and neutral winds, the Fe+ layer shape can be
shifted in time and modified in altitude.

2. Convergence of Fe+ Ion Layers in the E‐F Regions
Atmospheric (gravity or tidal) wave‐induced vertical shears of both vertical and horizontal winds converge
the Fe+ ions to form dense Fe+ layers in the presence of the polar electric field. The electric field in the
polar region can converge, diverge, upward transport or downward transport ions, depending on its
direction with respect to the geomagnetic field. A southwest directed electric field can produce tight con-
vergence, while under appropriate conditions convergence can also occur for southeast or northwest
directed electric fields. However, the clearly apparent wave signatures can only be generated by wind
shear mechanisms, as they cannot be explained by the electric field alone. The nature of atmospheric
waves that produce the wind shears and vertical wind determines the wave signatures to be gravity or
tidal waves. In the case of the McMurdo 28 May 2011 event showing ~1.5 h gravity waves, the vertical
shear of vertical wind is as effective as that of horizontal winds in converging Fe+ ions. The relative phase
and strength between the convection electric field and the wave‐induced neutral winds determine
whether converged Fe+ ion layers can be formed at certain locations and the occurrence times and alti-
tudes of Fe and Fe+ layers.

3. Neutralization of Fe+ Ions to Form Fe Atoms
Direct electron‐Fe+ recombination (via RR and DR) is the major channel to neutralize converged Fe+ ions
to form neutral Fe atoms in the upper E and F regions. Below ~125 km, both direct and dissociative
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recombination processes contribute to neutral Fe production. The altitudes for dissociative recombination
to be effective are mainly determined by the O3 distribution profiles. Though only ~0.1% of Fe+ is con-
verted to Fe, this is sufficient to produce an Fe density detectable by lidar. Auroral particle precipitation
plays double‐edged sword roles. The energetic electron fluxes produced by diffusive aurora enhance
the electron densities in the E‐F regions, accelerating the production of Fe via neutralization of Fe+ in con-
verged layers. At the same time, aurora increases the loss of Fe via enhanced charge transfer with
increased densities of NO+, O2

+, and O+ and via ionization by aurora electron impact, especially when
the Fe layers are decoupled from the Fe+ layers. The overall effect is that aurora particle precipitation
enhances the TIFe layer contrast by producing higher Fe densities at the ridges and lower Fe densities
in the troughs.

4. Evolution of Fe Layer Shapes Under Multiple Factors
Fe layer shapes are determined by multiple factors. The altitude, density, and shape of converged Fe+

layers largely determine where and when Fe atoms are produced in the thermosphere, but Fe+ layers can-
not solely determine the Fe layer shapes. This is because once formed, the neutral Fe are no longer subject
to electromagnetic forces but are balanced by neutral winds, gravity, and diffusion. The gravity wave‐
induced vertical wind plays a key role in shaping the neutral Fe layers to form the observed gravity wave
signatures with downward phase progression on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo. The overall envelope of the
thermospheric Fe layers is determined by the initial Fe+ density profile, the electric field, and total 3‐D
neutral winds. The changes of relative phase and strength between the neutral winds and electric field
can alter the Fe layer envelope in timing and altitude. If Fe+ and Fe layers stay together due to the weak
electric field during direction transition, the Fe production can exceed loss, leading to increased Fe den-
sity. If a strong electric field deviates Fe+ from the Fe layer, the remaining Fe+ layer can continue produ-
cing Fe but at different locations than before. Once decoupled from Fe+, the Fe layers experience net loss
mainly due to charge transfer with NO+ and O2

+, which can be enhanced by aurora particle precipitation.

This study presents the first quantitative investigation of the formation mechanisms of thermospheric neu-
tral metal layers with the TIFe model, which not only formulates the theory originally proposed by Chu
et al. [2011] but also provides further insights on the aspects of polar electric field in transporting Fe+ ions,
neutral wind shears in converging Fe+ layers, and wave-induced vertical wind in shaping the Fe layers as
well as aurora roles in the formation of Fe layers in the thermosphere. The mechanisms formulated in this
study represent the major formation mechanisms responsible for thermospheric Fe layers, such as those
observed on 2 and 28 May 2011, with clear downward phase progression of gravity waves [Chu et al.,
2011]. It is necessary to point out that this study does not rule out the possibility that the Joule
heating-induced neutral upwelling can contribute to the formation of neutral metal layers in the thermo-
sphere. Aurora heating may cause upwelling that can transport neutrals (including Fe) upward from the
meteor deposition region into the thermosphere. With frequent ion-neutral collisions at these low alti-
tudes, such neutral upwelling may also help uplift Fe+ ions to the E region. TIFe model simulations, with-
out considering such neutral upwelling, have reproduced the major features of the event on 28 May 2011,
indicating that this mechanism does not need to play a major role in such events. However, this neutral
upwelling mechanism may be responsible for some other forms of the thermospheric Fe layers, for exam-
ple, lidar observations of upward phase progression in thermospheric Fe layers [Chu et al., 2016]. The TIFe
model provides a framework for such an investigation since the Joule heating-induced neutral upwelling
can be implemented via adding to the neutral wind models as an input to the TIFe model, which will be a
topic of future study. It is also worth noting that direct deposition of metallic ions and neutrals by sputter-
ing of fast meteoroids can provide additional sources to the Fe+ and Fe abundance in the thermosphere.
The resulting additional ions will undergo the same transport, convergence, and neutralization processes
as described above. Nonetheless, wave perturbations of the directly deposited neutral metals alone are
unlikely to produce sufficiently high contrast as observed.

Although currently focusing on Fe species in the polar region, the TIFe theory formulated in this study can be
extrapolated to help infer a global picture of multiple metal species. A common point is the plasma-neutral
coupling between ionic and neutral metals; i.e., the observed neutral metals with apparent wave signatures
are produced via neutralization of vertically converged metal ion layers, mainly through the direct recombi-
nation Mt+ + e�→Mt+ hν above ~120 km [Plane et al., 2015]. The upward transport, convergence, and neu-
tralization of metal ionsMt+ are the major steps to form neutral metal (Mt) layers in the E and lower F regions
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globally, while the evolution of neutral Mt layers is determined by multiple factors as demonstrated in this
study for neutral Fe layers. Two major differences are introduced when comparing low latitudes with the
polar regions: (1) the fountain effect of the equatorial electric field substitutes for the polar electric field in
the upward transport of metal ions (Na+, K+, Fe+, etc.) from their main deposition region to the E-F regions
and (2) gravity-wave-dominated wind shears are replaced by tidal-wave-driven wind shears. Because the
geomagnetic field is nearly horizontal at low latitudes, the vertical shears of horizontal winds play the major
role in converging metal ions into dense layers, while the vertical wind effects largely diminish. Both Lijiang
and Cerro Pachon are within the fountain effect region and have tidal waves dominating the thermospheric
wind fields. Therefore, the global picture inferred above can help explain the observations at both locations
showing apparent tidal phases [Gao et al., 2015; Smith and Chu, 2015; Liu et al., 2016]. In a previous publication
[Gao et al., 2015], we have done such extrapolation to provide a qualitative explanation to the lidar observa-
tions of neutral Na layers up to 170 km at Lijiang, China, where the equatorial fountain effect replaces the
polar electric field for the transport of Na+ ions. Because of the different electric fields at different latitudes,
the distribution and occurrence of thermospheric neutral metal layers are mainly determined by the trans-
port of metallic ions from their main deposition region to the E-F regions. Accordingly, the polar and low
latitudes will experience more frequent occurrence of neutral metal layers in the thermosphere because
the polar electric field and equatorial fountain effect are effective in upward transporting metal ions, while
middle latitudes experience less. This inference is consistent with the satellite observations of Mg+, Ca+, and
Na [Gardner et al., 1999] and with ground-based lidar observations to date. It is worth pointing out that
thermospheric metal layers can still occur at midlatitudes as a Na layer has been observed up to 160 km
at Beijing, China (Qi Gao, private communication, University of Science and Technology of China), although
such events are rare so far.

Certainly, such a global picture for multiple metal species must be quantitatively investigated with future
numerical simulations and global observations from the ground and space. Expanding the current TIFe
model into a global model and incorporatingmultiple metal species (e.g., Na, K, Mg, Ca, Ni, and Al), in addition
to Fe, are two main future directions. Various metallic ions will experience similar electromagnetic forces, but
there are large mass differences between them (e.g., Fe/Fe+ are much heavier than the mean air molecules,
while Na/Na+ are lighter). In addition, different sets of chemical reactions govern the conversions among dif-
ferent metals and their molecular species. All these factors must be quantitatively modeled to evaluate their
effects on the formation of thermospheric metal layers. Furthermore, it is impractical for the 1-D model to
handle horizontal transport of metal layers comprehensively. The dense Fe+ layers are not necessarily a result
of the vertical convergence only, but horizontal convergence and horizontal transport induced by convection
electric field and neutral background wind can contribute to their formation, which should be modeled in
three dimensions. The parameterized horizontal wind divergence in the 1-D model should also be fully
resolved in a 3-D model for accurately accounting its effects on the converged Fe+ and Fe layers. This term
appears to be a major uncertainty in the TIFe model, affecting the Fe layer contrast. Necessary steps for
the future may include (1) developing the TIFe model into a self-consistent 3-D model, (2) implementing
the TIFe model into an existing 3-D general circulation model (GCM), or (3) more practically expanding the
TIFe model to a 3-D chemical transport model that will be driven by a 3-D GCM. Finally, the future 3-D model
should include energetics, allowing studies of the Joule heating and other plasma-neutral coupling effects
associated with the thermospheric metal layer events. Global simultaneous observations of thermospheric
metal layers and their ion layers along with electrons are crucial to verify the TIFe theory and model simula-
tions. With modern high-performance resonance-fluorescence Doppler and Boltzmann lidars, these neutral
metal layers provide excellent tracers for direct measurements of neutral winds and temperatures in the ther-
mosphere and provide a unique natural laboratory for understanding the fundamental processes critical to
advancing the research of space-atmosphere interactions.
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